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From photographs taken a few week ago In Paris during the Btrlke of
the same government postal, telephone and telegraph employes.

Catholics of Immaculate Con
ceptlon Church Make
Demonstration
of Faith.
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They Had to Be Carried

Fast In the
Extension of Political
Power to Them and
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The president reviews the
establishment of the present government
f Porto Rico by the Foraker act.
He ?ay the statute directing how the
expenses of the government are iO
ie provided leaves some doubt whether this function is not committed solely to the executive council but In
practice the legislative assembly has
appropriated for all the expenses
other than for salaries fixed by Congress and th president adds, "it is
too late to reverse that construction."
The president says that ever sinc e
the Institution of the present Assembly the House of Delegates has uniformly held up the appropriation
bills until the last minute of the session and has sought to use the power
to dj so as a means of compelling t:ie
concurrence of the legislative council
In legislation which the House
In the last regular legislative
assembly the attitude of the legislative council in refusing to pass bills
led the House of Delegates to refuse,
to pass the necessary appropriation

tills.

Mr. Taft discussed the acts of the

and the council In details
the facts recited demonswillingness of the representhe people in the House of
to subvert the governmc nt
to secure the passage of
certain legislation.
The Question
Whether
the proposed legislation
should be enacted into law was left
by the fundamental act to the Jol.it
action of the executive council and
the House of Delegates as the legislative assembly.
The president says the House f.f
Delegates proposes itself to secure
this legislation without respect to the
opposition of the executive council
"or ele to pull down the government."
This growing spirit shows that too
great power has been vested In tht
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He ulsn said

MRS. HELEN BOYLE. CONVICTED WITH HER Hl'SKAN'D OF
KIDNAPINO W1LL.TK Will TLA WHO TRIED TO KILL. HERSELF LAST
MUKHHKHl.
X I t'HT BYTAKIXU
.

For-ake-

.

Mercer, Pa., May 10. James 11.
conand wife Helen Boyl-- ,
Whitla,
victed of kidnaping Willie
were given maximum sentences today when Boyle was sentenced to life SCENE IN FRONT OF THE CHIEF POSTOFFICE IX PARIS. SOLDIERS
Imprisonment and his wife to 2o
ON GUARD.
years In the penitentiary. They will
begin the sentences at once, though
an appeal to the supreme court will
WWT
1
v
..
ft
lie taken.
Boyle declares that a
Pittsburg lawyer of high standing has
been engagedv and will plead the
Boyle
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TWO BIG HOLIDAYS
Wants "Columbus. Day"'
Observed the Same as
of July.

Coiigi't'Ksniaii

..Washington, May
J. Hampton Moore of Pennsylvania, wants the small American boy
to have two Fourths of July, and he
has therefore Introduced a bill which
would give the youth of the United
States an excuse to use tlreworks and
make noise on each 12th of October.
That date Is the anniversary of the
discovery of America by Columbus.
Mr. Moore would have it set aside as
"Columbus Day."
The bill would make the clay a legal public holiday to all intents and
purposes, as the Fourth of July now
Is.
It is not known whether Representative Steenerson
of Minnesota,
will introduce a bill to make a holiday of the anniversary of the day on
which It Is claimed Eric the Red discovered America. Mr. Sieenerson is
a Scandinavian.
delegates. The message presents an
exhaustive economic review of condiand
tions on the inland, its trade
wealth, its Improved educational facilities.
It points nut that "there never was
a time in the history of t;ie Island
when the average prosperity of th"
Porto Ricans has been higher, his
opportunity greater, his liberty in
thought and action more secure." For
the nrst time in Its history, Porto
Rico, he says, is living under laws
enacted by its own legislature.
The president points out that if
the porto Ricans desire a change in
the form of the Foraker ui't tais is
a matter of Congressional consideration, dependent upon the effect of
such a change on the real political
progress on the island. Such a change
he says, should be sought, in an orderly way and not brought to the at-t- c
ntion of Congress by "paralysing
the arm of the existing government,"
The president says that the fact of
the Porto Ricans forgetting the generosity of this government should not
be an occasion for surprise, nor in
dealing with a whole people can t
In made the basis of a charge of ingratitude."
The message coiuiiuli s:
' When we, with the consent of the
people of Porto Rico assumed guardianship over them and the guidance
of their destinies we must have been
conscious that a people that had
so little opportunity for education could not be expected safely
for tnemselve to exercise the full
power of self government and 14
n
present development is only an
that we have gone smeuiiat
too fast in the extension of political
power to them, for their own good.
The change recommended may .lot
immediately convince those eontroll-inthe House of Delegat- s of the
mistake they have made In the extremity to which they have been willing to resort for political purpos.
but in the long run It will secure
mere careful and responsible exercise
ot the power liny have.
evi"There is not the slightest
dence that there has been on the part
of the government or any member of
the executive council a disposition l)
uburp authority or to withhold approval of euch legislation as was for
the best interests of the island
lack of sympathy with the best aspirations of the Porto Rie-apeople."
d
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y Tulsiu,
Tlia
Man
d.
eral grand jury again today took up
the investigation of the town lot
reses being pushed by the govern
ment. These ar? the same case? in
which Indictments were returned last
wirier against Governor Jlafkel! and
sit
Oklnhomans.
The allegation in the quashed Indlcments ;n
ih it there has been a corsf lracy to
defraud the Creek Indian nation In
c ir.r.fction
with the scheduling
of
Muskogee town lots in 1902. Sylvester Itush of Omaha, will again have
charge of the Investigation.
r

NEW SULTAN

WEARS

that the name of n
prominent third person will be made
known which vill shock the country.
He says he has been trade the butt
end in the cases and will make the
others w ho are guilty suffe-rBoth Boyle and his wife collaps-- d
completely upon heaping their sentences. When he started back to the
Jnll. Boyle walked with assistance
down the steps, but became limp
w hen he reached
the door and had to
be carried to on omnibus, which carried him to Jail. Mrs. Boyle was even
worse,
she had to be carried down
three flights of stairs to the street.
She was carried to a vehicle and then
Into jail, where she wept bitterly. Be
cause of their condition it was un
necessary to manacle tlieui.
Boyle had nothing to say when lie
was sentenced and the Judge outlined
the heinous nature of the crime ho
committed.
"In ancient times the punishment
was death,", said the Judge, "out the
Pennsylvania law is more lenient."
Mrs. Boyle declared herself Innocent and said she thought the evi
but-thdence was fllnu-ycourt said
that was a matter for the jury.
That the threat of Mrs. Boyle 'f
double suicide was not idle was
shown today by the discovery of a
razor hidden in Boyle's necktie. Mrs.
Boyle had taken a quantity of morphine in the night but it only had the
effect of making her sick. All dangerous things have been taken from
Boyle and hi
wife and both arc
closely watched.
Sheriff Chess believes that It was
Boyle's intention to kill his wife and
himself last night. Boyle asked permission to visit his wife's cell last
night but was refused, the sheriff
having become suspicious. A vagrant
in Jail said he loaned Boyle his razor
shave himself. A guard has been
placed over Boyle and his wife.

,

SWORD OF QSMAN
It Was Rue Lied on Him With (ireal
Ceremony at Ooiistuiitiiioplc
'Jills Murn'ng.
Constantinople. May 10. The cere
mony of girding the sword of Osman
on Mehnied in succession to Abdul
Hamid took place today in the Mosque Ayoub, a sacred edifice In Constantinople not open to Christians.
The Sultan proceeded in a launch
Irom the palace to the mosque, whe re
the rite was performed. Attended by
the granil vizier, the Sheik of Islam
of
ii embers of the cabinet, chiefs

the army, the two higher grades of
lieinas and other officials. he , drove
to the top en'
six
Kapou palace-miles distant, to kiss the robes of the
prophet.
At Ayoub mosque,
Mehnied drew
the scimitar of his eancestor Osman,
lounde-of the Ottoman empire, and
standing In front of the buildings.
raised the weapon on high. By this
act he took possession of the Turkish
empire. The shouts of the people, a
fanfare of trumpets and the rattle of
musketry burst forth and above all
could be heard the chorus of school
heiys, chanting Midhat Pasha's hymn
of liberty.
A notable contrast was made when
Mehme-stood In a carriage of the
most fashionable Paris make and held
aloft the scimitaj worn by thirty-fou- r
ot hi" ancestors.
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New York Woman Has
I'Hel

Yoi--

GOSSIP

Club Woman Tells (
Tliut He Started the
BlabMng I usliioii.
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pound cun find plenty of hearers
here, no matter how foolish his Ideas
may be. The latest cult it that of
h
Cochran, as she calls
Mrs.
Mrs.
Oochran
has been
herself.
preaching to Xew Yorkers the belief
that most of the troubles In life are
caused by the lack of harmony between individuals and their names.
If your name Is Ethel and your soul
responds only to Owendolyn, change
your name to Gwendolyn and your
one grain!
life thereafter will be
sweet song.
If your nirao Is Bridget and your
soul harmonizes with Kathryn, make
It Kathryn and live happily ever afterward.
This Is wliat has been known of
the doctrine of Mns. Cochran, whose
first name, by the way. Is not the one
given her In baptism, but .hip whi.--h
she discovered was attuned to her
particular nature.
'o on'e took Mrs. Cochran very seriously until she was dragge-- into a
case now under consideration lit '.ho
courUe. The veteran cocoa dealer, L.
Sche-ppallowed two of his employes
to buy stock In his company. They recently sued him to restrain him from
using his controlling Influence in the
company to Injure their Interests and
promote his own. His reply was that
one nf thone minority stockholders
had demoralized the office by Introducing into It the doctrine of Mrs.
Cochran, which Mr. Schepp's att ,i
ys claim Is a doctrine- - of irresponsibility. They say that Mrs. Cochran's
fellowe-rbelieve that if they change
tlie-inames they are no longer responsible for their act, and that one
l her proselytes in the Schepp office
was found stealing, under the bell f
that with his name changed he could
n et be held accountable for the act.
Azo'-Xelt-

May 10. Miss Fiorina E.
Austin, of Woodstock. 111., is hers
to expose the fact to club wome n that
man Is the original gossip. She voicopinions at a breakfast before
ed
a woman's club, where the waitresses
set their trays down and stood rapt
In ecstacy while the club women applauded enthusiastically.
t
Afte-denouncing Adam us
gossip clitic of women's attir--Mil
Austin concluded:
"All that old advice Solomon gave
relative to gossip was not addressed
tiare-to the woman safe behind
walls, but to the men of Jerusalem,
I
and from what he ha to say it must
have been blab. blub, blab among
men. Just as it its now.
"Why. a man may say with impunity anything he pleases concerning
IS
another man. but a woman must always gloss another woman's Imper10 TERRIBLE TEDOY fections lest he be accused of Jealousy or of
"These- - are the things all women
know,
but only a few, dare say-m- ostly
Natlloosetclt kills Itull anil kecim
bachelor maids. The wedded
uralists Busy !vprii.
woman, to insure tranquility, must
SlM'CillU'lls.
stand meekly the ancient calumny."
Nairobi. May lu. A bulky bull
i
ICI. HUMID HIM.
rhinoceros is the ljt'st prise wrested
New York, May 10. Thomas Lawtroni the jungle by Roosevelt. From rence, driver of a Delancey street,
ramp near horse car which killed an 11 year obi
thepresident's
former
brought today boy a month ago and who disappear- word was
Madia k
that the good luck of the party
ed Immediately after his car killed a
and fifteen varieties of game 3 year old girl Wednesday night,
including a rhinoceros had' been
to the police last night, saybagged. The rhinoceros was rushing ing that the faces of tne dead chiltoward Roose velt when he fired. The dren had haunted him so that he
naturalists are kept busy preparing could hear the voices of the two chilthe sPt'Cimciis
that Roosevelt and dren calling to him to surrender and
skins that he could not resist. Delancey is
his soa are bringing. Forty-fiv- e
have been prepared for the Smith-sonla- one of the congested East side thor
oughfares.
Institution.
Chli-ago-

the
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JAI'AXKSK IX XOUT1I.
San Francisco, May 10. At the
end of ten days' visit, marked by a
round of dinners und entertainments,
lor Admiral Jjichl and his office rs and
men, the Japanese cruisers Aso and
Soya departed this morning for the
the water
Crowds lined
north.
edge as the ships steamed out of the
harbor. The cruisers will be at Seattle June 7, participating in the
opening of the
exposition.
c

lt..

Si lt
Ill IRK1S
.
HunMay 10
Zltacuaro,
dreds of people are starving In the
mountain districts, following a forest
lire that has already done damago
amounting to $500,000, killing livestock und sweeping over farms. The
I, res are still raging.
Me-x.-

MLEIRA.,
' "r- - .A'

ROWS
MR. ALDRICH

WITH

and It Has Already Started
Troulilc.

New York. May 10. New York
City is the home of fads and cults.
Anyone with a new doctrine to ex-
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Senators in Sarcastic Hunt
During Discussion mi the
Tariff.

Two

Washington. D. C May 10. Sen
ators
and Beveridge indulged
In a tilt this morning when the Sen
ate convened. Beveridge referred to
the speech of Carter of Montana, in
which the latter referred to the
abundance of Information on the tar- Tf at the disposal of the senators. He
then had the clerk read an extract
from the speech of McCumber. In
whi-- h
'.he latter complained o' the
lack of Information at hand. The
clerk also read an extract from a
speech by Aldrich, saying he had no
knowledge of what occurred on the
ways in. el 'nenns committee
said, sarcastically,
Alilrich
then
f'Ht while he hal not the ability of
from .Indiana, if the latthe
ter would devote a ilttl time to the
finely of these que stiors he
would
r'e rve his country
than by proclaiming his lack ot Information.
Senutor Hepburn, having the flo ir,
refused to give way further and took
up the lead schedules.
Aid-ric-

r

MANY KINDS OF SOIL.
Washington, May 10. As, an Indication of the vast amount of work
the bureau of soils of the department
of agriculture has accomplished since
Its inception 13 years ago, a recent
report of the bureau shows that more
than 200,000 square miles have been
surveyed by the soil experts of the
bureau.
The plans for the balance of th'3
current year contemplate the surveying of 40,000 square miles, more than
17,000 of which will be done in t.ie
Panhandle district of Texas. As a re
sult of the bureau's work T15 different kinds of soil have been named
and classified.
W

THEJRCKSISHOP

Services of Three Days Ended Yes
terday With Pontifical
High Mass and Procession of the
Peop:e.

ll

Sensation.

sponsible.

RECEPtToN
TO

t i

Appeal Gase and
Still Promise

X

PROCESSION

ENDS DEDICATION

e

WHEN

GENEROSITY

10.
May
President
Washington,
Taft, today sent t' Congress a special
memage recommending remedial legislation for the inland of Porto Rico.
For want of a Quorum the House
took no action on the message. Speaker Cannon fought to have the message referred to the ways and means
committee, but Garrett, of Tennessee,
who wanted it referred to the committee on insular affaiite, opened the
Question of the House rules. The
House finally adjourned after the debate, without action. In the .Senate
the message was referred to the committee on Porto J'.ico.
recomPresident Taft's message
mends legislation at the present extra
r
session, amending the
act
under which Porto Hico Is governed.
The president directs the attention of
Congress on affairs on the Island, laying particular stress on which he
terms "a situation of unusual grav
ity" developed through the failure i.f
the legislative assembly of Porto
Rico to pass the 'usual appropriation
bills, leaving the island without support after June 2 0 next.
Porto Hicans liavw.-- fosgotten tlve
generosity of the United States, the
president says, in the desire of certain of the Island political leaders
for power and, he adds that the
present situation Indicates that tie;
United states has gone too fast in the
extension of political power to the
Torto Ricans. He concludes that the
power of appropriati ui
absolute
should be taken away from "thcs.
who have shown themselves too Irresponsible to enjoy it."
The president suggests to Congress
the wisdom of submitting to the appropriation committees the question
ot qualifying some of the provisions
of the fundamental act as to the respective Jurisdictions of the executive
council and the legislative assemoly.
But no action of this kind, the president says, should be begun until t.v
Foraker act is amended so that when
the legislative assembly shall adjourn
apwithout making the legislative
propriations necessary to carry on
the government. Hums equal to the
appropriations made In the previous
ytar for the respective purposes shall
be available for the current revenue
and shall be drawn by the warrant of
the auditor on the treasurer and
countersigned by t.ie governor, Such
a provision applies to the legislatures
of the Philippine and Hawaii and "It
has prevented In those countries any
misuse of the power of approprii-tion.- "
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KIDNAPERS

Boyle Goes to Prison lor Life
and His Wife Gets

Mes-

FORGOTTEN
OUR

FIRST

A.

People.
HAVE

Denver, Colo., Maj
podlot
tonight md Tuesday, wltk warmer Southeast
tonight.
Showers BorN. North portion tonight or Tuesday cooler.

STRIKE THREATENS' THE

PENALTY FOR

AT MERCER

SAYS TAFT

Con-cernl-

WEATHER FORECAST,

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. MOM DAY. MAY 10. 1909.

DEPRIVE PORTO RICO OF

President Sends Special
sage to Congress
the Island

rrn

llr

ANT HOAI Bl
A.KOI Nl THKIK TOW N
Toluca, Mexico, May 10. A train

on the- Toluca and San Juan railway
was ditched yesterday near the little
by angry cititown of
zens, who declare they will tear up
the tracks unless the road is ouit
-

Zenac-anti-he-

around the- town. Several citizens have
bten killed on the tracks, which pas
along the main street.
-

More than 2,000 members of th
Immaculate Conception congregation,
clergymen, officials of the territory
and city and school children were in
the procession which traversed
the
streets in the vicinity of the church,
yesterday afternoon, and the pageant
was witnessed by thousands of people who lined the streets along the
line of march. The proceswlon was
arranged as a demonstration of faith
as a tit conclusion to the ceremonies
attending the dedication of the congregation's new church, and It exceeded anything of that nature ever
witnessed In Albuquerque.
The procession was headed by the
Indian school band and following the
band came the Indian school chil- dren, the pupilx of the Sacred Heart
school, St. Vinvent's academy and the
Immaculate Conception school, about
800 children being In line.. In the second division came the. Sacred Heart
Children of Mary, the Holy Family
Sodality, of more than 150 women
and girls, the Alliance Hlspanola American society with 200 men in tine.
the Yoyng Ladles' sodality with i
the Woman's cvith.oli; Or- members,
Fori t v r ''imiiI '.r,j.tu'htjj,'
Ladles?" Sodality'' Ili the liiftJ atVIs- ion the re were 150 members of the
Knights of Columbus Council No. 41
and the members of the first communion class, numbering 4t. Then
came numerous acolytes amd thy
were followed by Mayor Lester and
members of the city council. After
them came llovernor .Curry, clergymen and Archbishop litaval.
The
fourth division was composed of the
ushers, members of the church choir,
me n and women unassigned to other
places In the procession, and
.he
Lcarnard and Llndemann Boys' hand.
An Immense Crowd.
The procession was ten blocks In
length and took a half hour to pass
a given point. It was the greatest
demonstration ever made by any
From the
church in Albuquerque.
church it proceeded on TIJeras to
Eleventh, thence to Central avenue,
thence east to Sixth avenue and north
to the church.
Arriving at the church those in
the procession formed a lase and
stood with uncovered heads as Archbishop Pitaval and the clergy passed
between the long lines and entered
the church. As many as could enter,
followed Into the church, but the capacity of the structure was insufficient to accommodate the crowd and
many were forced to remain outside.
Following the benediction of the
most blessed sacrament by the archbishop, the congregation proceeded to
St. Mary's hall, adjolnting the church
where a public reception wa given
in honor of the archbishop.
Hundreds of people passed through
the hall to greet the archbishop. On
behalf of the city, Mayor Lester gave
an address of welcome,
die gave a
review of what tho Catholic church
has done and Is doing in the upbuilding of thee country und congratulated
Archbishop Pitaval on the BuccesM attending his efforts.
O. X. Marron made a short address
on behalf of the congregation, welcoming the; archbishop to Albuquerque and expressing the good will and
hearty welcome of the congregation.
Archbishop Pitaval made a short
o
replj to the welcome extended
him, expreiesing his appreciation of
the reception given him by the Imcongregation
maculate Conception
and the public of Albuquereiue lit
general.
Poiilllilc-a- l
High Ma-fc- .
Archbishop Pitaval pontificated kt
pontifical high mass at the immaculate Conception church at 10 o'clock
yesterday morning and the church
was packed with people to participate in the service. The archbishop
was assisted by Itev. C. M. Capalupl
a assistant priest; Rev. A. Doc her as
deacon; Rev. P. Tomaslul as
Rev. Albert Daegr as first
assistant deacon; Rev. J. J. Oately as
s
assistant deacon; Rev.
as master of ceremonies; Retr.
A. M. Manual.iri as assistant master
of ce reinonie.
Tlie- musical program was elaborate
and was rendered in a manner seldom eeiualled in this dty. Much of
the credit for this is due to Mrs.
Sli nil k. w ho had charge of the choir
de-r-
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XItA VISA

lllilMMi.

May
10.
Puse,
Fire
threatens to destroy the little
town of Nara Visa in northeast- eru New Mexico. The blaze
startej In the hotel this morn- ing as the result of an over- turned lamp and was still burn- - 4
ing whe n the telephone exchange
caught tire and communication 4
was stopped. At tliut time $40,- - 4
000 damage had resulted.
El

Der-arche- -s

(Continued, on

rag Fire.)
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ALBUQUERQtTE CITIZEN.

PAGE TWO.

The Albuquerque Citizen
PUBLISHED

HOW A FRAGMENT OF
NEWS FLIES AROUND

DAILY AND WEEKLY

THE EaRTH

By ihe Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Jiimen r.rant in the New York World.
WILLIAM. F. BROGAN
As you sit at your breakfast, run-

W. S. 5TRICKLER

ning through your favorite newspi-pe- r
your wakeful eye is caught by a
little d'qiutch dated from London
which states In simple language that
a person of ,nmf linportaiire In Or u
Britain, let tin call him the Hurl oi
THE OlTTt IAL NEWSPAPER.
M
Horem-reson the previous day f"'l
down the hall stairs of hi castle
March 29, 1909.
near Penzance, say, broke ti .s noble
Territory of New Mexico, Office or the Secretary.9 of
tuck t'.nd now lira l ail on the lwith section
Public notice Is hereby given that fn complianceThirty-eightlegish
ibrary table, pending the coroners in213
of
No.
the
bill
House
for
Ceaaoll substitute
or
quest, possibly you do not know the
lative assembly, approved March 17, 1909, requiring the SecretaryThe
Karl of Rareacrii. probuo.ily I lv news
Mexico.
New
newspaper
of
official
an
designate
to
Territory
the
or
newspaper
oi the sudden death of all the 'high"
official
designated
such
as
hereby
in
Albuquerque Citizen
p ople across the Atlantic wou'd n t
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed)
spoil your morning appi tit
Mexico.
New
Secretary
of
ge.U
Yet hre ou are In .New Yotk. at
s.iy S o'clock, reading a piece .if news
which considerably astonished Great
live hours beHrltain's breakfa.-te- r
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
fore, anil which will astonlrii San
your time.
$5.00 Francisco nt 11 o'clock
The item of news will have been disUM Bsonth bj mall
cussed Die same t veiling in all til
aUi vr carrier wlthla cny limit
social coteries of the world, for t'.ie
may assume, was a
matter at the Postofflce of Albuquerque, N. U deail n peer, wevportMiinu,
a tared m etond-claAct of Oontsa of March 5, 1919.
social lion, and a man of great
ad- Before the item of newt
The only Illustrated dally newspaptr In New Meileo and Uie
caught your speculative rye, here in
rorxUuni oi ine souumiw.
America, It had gone through many
mm AXJSTTQUEIUjrK CITIZEN IS: weekly newspaper of the Sotl'jwmt processes.
Penzance,,
deceased
where the
The leading Republican dally and
Hare acres resided, is a small town in
Tbe advocate of Republican princlplea and the "(square Deal."
the extreme southwest of England,
lying on the coast line not far linn
CITIZEN HAS:
TBI AIJMJQTJERQCE
which
the Eeldystone lighthouse,
The teeet equipped Job department In New Mexico.
bears the brunt of all the winds that
rtie Uteat report by Associated Pre and Auxiliary News Sorrlee.
blow from the wild Atlantic waters.
The local newgutherer happens near
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
the cRStlc, h'ears thut Lord Bureucivs,
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
the tutelary genius) of Penzance, has
Ws favor the Immediate admission or the territories of New Mexico and Just died of a fall down his great
hall staircase. Kven, the local pres
rrlaona as separata slates In the Union. Republican National Platform.
luminary, possesses a qualitative nose
for news.
He straightway
rushes,
therefore, to the postofflce and
the news to the "big" paper
circulation 30,000 daily. If you please
at Plymouth, for which he acts as
oh,
Penzance special correspondent
Crumbs? At Plymouth the dispatch
Missouri has a scheme to reduce the Intoxication in that state without
pleases. Is taken in hand by the news editor,
depriving a man of the right to drink w hat he pleases and when byhe himstir,
who, glancing at it with an acimin-ou- s
By this scheme the Missouri law makers will let a man drink
astute Missourlans
eye, appreciates the political, fbut he can't invite another to share his beverage, and the
drunkenness. A dis- inancial and social significance of the
believe that by this scheme there will be less cauBe for
death of Lord Bareacres much more
patch from Jefferson City tells or the scheme In this way:
Sociability In bar rooms was given a short arm jolt this afternoon In the fully than his correspondent nt at
votes,
72
through
with
Penzance. He brings out a special
bill by Hardesty skinned
house when the
edition of his paper, which is prompt
61 voting against It. Should this measure become a law, the "good fellow,
supeat
to
cold
men
ly seen by the correspondent of the
staid married
that convivial spirit who usually causes
pers because of the insistence on having "just one more." I'nder Its pro- Press Association of Oreat Britain.
visions, no person may buy for or give to another any intoxicating liquor at He In turn wires It to the headquarother place where Intoxicat- ters or that Important corporation.
tbe bar or on the premises of any dramshop is or fine
of not less than D nor
a
ing liquors are kept for sale. The penalty
In the editorial rooms or the Press
aore than S25 for each offense.
expeditions will be more or a game or solitaire association the wire is taken in hand,
hereafter,
turn It Is confirmed at the nobleman a town
than a merry bunch of prowlers arguing with each other whose
In
amplified
details, supto purchase. The bill had no sooner passed than schemes were devised to house,
plemented with a biographical memdefeat ita effectiveness. One of the "let's have another" delegation decided
of perhaps 2,000 words. The whole
that by giving each one of his friends fifteen cents he could evade the pro- oir
Is manifolded on flimsy paper and
n .
visions of the law.
round to every newspaper in
"Of course," he admitted, "I'll lose the advantage of the two drinks for sent
England,
Ireland,
and
Scotlund
a quarter, but they can't arres me," ' i ...
Wales. It la subsequently skeletoned
for the metropolitan wires and put
Castro Is going to bring a suit against the French government for dam-atg- on
wire. Mwt Important
because he was not permitted to travel on a ship of that country to fromthethetapeAmerican
standpoint,
It
Venesuela, where he proposed to stir up a revolution. The French may goes to Reuter,
its world cacounter on him by handing in a bill for the damages Castro ould In all rter really begins.where
Reuter is taking
probability have caused had he landed in Venezuela, It would present about no chances,
telephones
It
and
tlrst to
up
complaint
any
in
a
can
as
frame
he
tangible
of
Indebtedness
evidence
as
tho West End, or the foreign ofliee
objecting to his being deprived of the right to revolutionize the country he man,
to verify the information, which
(ormerly ruled.
arrives in the office at 2 p. m. (East
time), which is rive houre ahead
From the lack of attention and notoriety he Is getting these days as an ern
of our time. The news 1b conllnned
Important participator in public affairs. It would be reasonable to suppose and
then the editor gets busy.
or a certain ramous faunal naturalist. Is no
that Nick Longworth,
First, there Is the London press A
longer a member of Congress. However, the congressional directory will re- bald
account is prepared for the evelieve any such doubts as these on the subjet.
ning and morning papers. Is manifor distribution by the corps
Missouri's prison Inspector dropped off at Liberty the other day and folded
of messengers who go round and disstarted to the Jail to hunt for prison abuses. Presumably he was a bit
the news by hand. The news
to find that the only prisoner in the Institution was a man, who at tribute
moreover put upon the special wire
the time of the Investigation, had locked up his own cell, taking the key Iswhich
percolates Into all the metrowith him, and gone to visit a girl.
politan offices.
Second,
the editor In charge reAll the medals which are available for the purpose will have to be awardmembers that Bareacres had once
ed to the New York hotels for their endeavors to make things Interesting for served
in India as a high official of
their guests. One of them now Is apparently going to the limit in this line Berne kind
or other. Straightway a
by providing Its patrons with ice skating during the summer months.
cable Is dispatched to Bombay with
How modest are the New York "society" folks becoming. One of them, code Instructions to drop the vital
at Aden or Alexandria, or
a Mrs. Burden, recently won applause by putting on a dance in honor to information
any other center of British influBacchus, with pink stockinged feet. Does this mean that the barefoot dance at
ence along the line. The whole amhas seen Its best day In the realms of the upper crust?
plified message goes to Bombay; the
fact Is dropped In Northern
Here's a vexing question put forward by the Charleston News and Cour- simple
Africa, who sends it down the long
ier: "Can the owner of un automobile be a Democrat?" Mr. Bryan seems line
to Cape Town.
to think so but then such an authority as the New York World Is ever quesThirdly, in walks the American, (.n
tioning his claims to being considered a Democrat.
Associated Press of America man.
Texas proposes to limit the price women may pay ror hats to $20 each, His is the breezy manner, and out of
affectionate spirit of loyalty to his
and now envious people who do not live in the Lone Star state are wonder-in- s an
he wishes the whole British
whether any one in Texas ever paid 0 for a hat and wore It in that concern
peerage would drop dead. All peers
country.
are the same to him, and tio he wants
know who in Hades is Bareacres
n
A New York woman knocked her husband down with a
for dis- to
puting her assertion that Portugal is in South America. lietter let some of "anyway." He is duly informed and
further told that Bareacres owned
them have their way about It. even if they contend that South America is In Is
large tracts of land in California,
Portugal.
held big American securities of one
This sounds like a fairy tali-The Portland. Ore., Journal report that kind or another and had many acl.SOo Indians of the Nes Perce tribe are going to Join the prohibition forces quaintances .over here. So the "A. P.''
man goes back to his office adjoining
in the fight against the rum shops in Nex Perce county, Idaho.
and forwards a dispatch to his headRudyard Kipling thinks Mr. Roosevelt will return rrom Africa with a quarters on Broadway. This dispatch
on the wire in New York and,
"badly impaired liver." This information is calculated to send all sorts or Is put
of course, goes through the I'nlon.
cold shivers up and down Mr. Hurrimaii's spine.
comes the excitable elemen.
Evidently the dreaded "sleeping sickness" which prevails In certain por- H Then
is French, and is one of the many
tions of Africa was so named because the victims of It hardly know what London representatives
of the great
sleep Is during the course of inn lady.
Havas agency of Paris. For him this
is the hottest piece of news since the
Mrs. Carrie Chapman t'att says half the men she knows are lobsters and
of Waterloo, and he take hoid
the other half shrimp. The lady should cultivate the acquaintance of a battle
of it us if the world were likely ,o
whale or two, Just for variety's sake.
come to an end before the message
"The Dutch people hoped that Wllhelmlna would present them with u reached Ilirls. He rushes to his tele
Prince of Orange, but she handed them a lemon," says the Columbia State.
And Is this southern chivalry?
MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

;

,

.

,.. t....

well-know-

tele-gra-

Iftigftt 5top Drunftenness

antl-treati-

phone box, adjusts his telephone cap
calls up the London exchange and requests the august functionary officiating to give him "Parees Cent-a-Iteef you plls." Within thirty minutes ll.ivais has spread throughout
France and Belgium the news that
Bareacres, the man of vast wealth,
who owned a villa on the Mediterranean, i chateau In Brittany, a
shooting box near Com'niegne and a
string of racers at t'hantlily, has
been gathered to a lnng line of
princely fathers. Then comes the unemotional man. You know by his
clever face and his blue eyes that he
whs mothered by a fair woman of th;;
s
Teutonic race. He knows that
had subscribed to the imperial
navy loan, and the news Is sent to
the Hamburger llorseti halle, where
such items of information are uc-- i
ounted at a high valuation.
g
To the Teuton succeeds a
man with an olive complex
ion iind melancholy Andaluslan eyes.
His interest In Pup acres would seem
to be ol the mot apathetic kind till
some kindly soul volunteers the In-- f
rmation that the de ad enrl represented th" court of St. Jame s in Madrid lis a special envoy when the
Xll was married. Then the
air is rent with "coramhas" anil the
Spaniard flies his Information ofT to
Fa bin In Maelrbl. who, knowing that
Bareacres possessed half of millieen
acres in South America, cable's the
it'in to I .a Prensu in Buenos Aires,
who may or may met have it from
The n w hen mut,te rs b -New Yeerk.
gin to slinmi'r down some one iu th
fur corner remeintiers
the king.
t
Where the deuce- is the king?
Buckingham palace? .No; at Winelsier
anil feirthwith His Majesty is appraised of the ileath of a frie nd.
So yeiu see, Mr. or Mrs. or Miss or
Muster Heade r that the Ite'm you read
with so much unconcern over your
breakfast has caused mt a little
ei'tntneitiein In the world. A little
town In England tedegrapheel to Plymouth, who sent It on to London. The
Press association of British distributed the news In the British lsles In
gave
less than thirty minutes. Iteute-It to the Associated Press of America, who transmitted It all over the
I'nlon and down to Mexico anil up to
Canada. It also
to India, who
sent It to Ceylon, who forwarded It
to the Straits settlements and Australia and New Zealand. Japan got
It from San Francisco or Calcutta,
and China, got t from Shanghai vr
Hongkong. Havas gave it to Fran?e,
who s.'nt It to Italy; Wolf bureau
provisioned Germany, Austria and
St. Petersburg, while Fabra distribute
It in the Iberian peninsula.
Baro-iici'e-

quiet-lookin-
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The" civil war which is waging among the politicians of Zlon City does
not speuk very well for the religious sentiment that Is supposed to pervade
thut community.
A

writer

In

the New York Post

says

Probably overheard a conversation between

conversation is a vanishing art.
two urdent base ball fans.

Senator Daniel of Virginia is un optimist of the first water.
has seen the Democratic party in a worse condition than It now

He snyg he
is.

Mehmed will be tactful and very circumspect, if he Is wise.
realise that there are plenty more sultans where he came from.

He should

The Chicago Tribune notes w ith n grct that the great pence movement
Is not universal because Battling Nelson is taking no part in it.
Chicago cannot be such an attractive place after all.
committed suicide there during the month of April.
Mrs. Hetty Green advise women to "mind their or. n
Carrie Nation will reject this advice with fine scorn.

Thirty-nin-

I

Womankind has heard und known
of sewing bees almost ever since the
urk was built and floated, but the
"embrnielery bee" has Just come to
town. Though in some features practically the same thing as the "buzzer" which produces merely useful
parme-nts- ,
there is pleasing variation
in this needle spree, and many a time
the Individual worker thereat builds
exquisite needlework that will be
treasured by her de scendants for generations.
This present epidemic
for embroidery has resulted In at least one
great benefit. Old and exeiuislte designs are the ones which are being
meist copied and new eines need to
be very choice to get any notice from
fingers of taste. So this bee has aristocratic traditions ami a family tree.
The grandfathers and grandmothers
of stitches are known, and each work-- r
vies with heT neighbor for perfection of result.
For an embroidery bee of actual
elegance, then, one must know something of the history of stitches. So
ask for a book on old embroideries
at the public library and' astonish
your friends with your knowledge of
the art.
A
bee has a
smart embroidery
stamp of antiquated elegance. Invitations recently Issued to one were
printed In old script on long, narrow cards and framed In a quaint
outlining of red and black. Two
dozen Indies were Invited, and the
request for their society on the day
specified read ns follows:
"Sweet Madam You are hereby
beseeched te bring your tapestries and
linen suits te our home for an
ry bee. The day Is the second
Thursday succeeding Holy Easter, and
the hour is three of the afternoon
clock. Sweet maeiam, you are
forget your
to
ills i not
housewife- and excellent appetite.
The Red House."
When the guests arrived each one
toeek off hi-hat anil wraps in the
dressing reieim anj appeared in the
room of sweet stitchery wearing a
apron, finished
il
little
at 'he beittom with a deep pocket.
Low chairs
were supplied fer the
eeimfort of the stitchers and after a
little work and ine'rry talk each guest
told seeme story on embroidery.
Telling storlc oil KmUroidery.
One luily's tale included a ghost
which haunted a house with woful
of embroidery
cries until the
which was left unfinished was found
ami lahl ieut.
The tale ended, of

'
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE
9300,000

clippings!
From Ue Press

M,

ALL LlXXil lS-.- S
TIIEKK.
prominent cltb.en of Roswell rea big concern in
ceived a letter
in Spanish.
New York city written
The answer was sent back in Danish. Roswell Record.
A

fr-jt-

RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, Secretary-TreMur- WILLIAM BRYCE, MANAGER

Albquerqoe Foundry &
Machine Works
(INCORPORATED)

em-broi-

-

rilibeen-trimme-

ple-c-

Porch Screen
Porch Swings
AT -

Albuquerque, N.

IIOO.H IASIX(i OIT.
From the way many of the towns
or New Mexico are going dry, including Santa Fe, It looks as though the
beverage that made Milwaukee famous was losing its popularity. Wil-lar- d
Record.

riXE

rinniK

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

K.

M

hkkvick.

The Albuquerque Citizen recently
printed a ghastly picture of the Interior of the barn ut Ada, Okla., in
which were suspended the bodies of
Miller,
Burrell, Allen and West.
Friends of Miller and Burred who was
known here as Rube Orannon. were
able to distinguish them. Miller was
wearing a hat and coat, the others
were all bare headend and In their
shirt sleeves. Lordsburg Liberal.
THE PI'BLICATIOX LAW.
The enemies of publicity have
turned In their distress to the dear,
good friend of New Mexico, Hon. Al-rt J. Beverldge, to wipe from the
statute books the law that compels
city councils to do their work In the
ope n and that induces scheming lawyers to notify the public of all matters that the law ami equity require
should be mutters of public notice.
Verily, the trull of the serpent can
be traced easily over the entire- - movement against the publication law.
Santa Fe New Mexico.

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE,

W.

M.

bi

Window Screens
Door Scteens
-

I0.

course, with the solemn declaration port to the government officials
and of flowers and ornamental plants In
that this actual piece or needlework, give every encouragement to the prothe soil here. Mr. Troutman has two
finished by the hand or the late dead, moters of the new rond. Tlv y
have men working In his garden and If
was In somebody's ramlly. Ohosts assured the people here
that th
great success is met with In this en
and embroidery go together famousIntends to aid In many nays terprlse, the company will park Ita
ly, but If there are squeamish guests th.. development
of the northern part de pots along the lln an will
who objec t te them they need not be of Ariexia. It Is now
believed that the
its grounds here in Cimarron,
raised.
rond will be well on Its way to com-p- b with grass, plants, flower bel.-and
In the middle of the room In which
tle.n before the enel of the year.
groups of trees, shruhs. etc. P.aton
the guests were assembled whs a ta- Ifeelbrook Argus.
Citizen.
ble strewn with the convenience's of
scissors,
work nee die's,
bodkins,
ykt so
m:ii.
TKI.I.INU OX Kl. PASO.
piercers, etc. At half least 4 n
Ueiswell Im no nearer
Some years ago the city er E!
commisserved, this consisting of sand- sion feeim of government the
than Sunta Paso was paved with b'tullthle:. the
wiches of several sorts, tea, chocolate Fe is to Hnni'xlng Its suburbs,
vet the blghe-s- t
priced pavement In the marand fruit punch. And when the thirty-eight- h
legislature,
upon the) ket. How the deal was made never
guests went home' each looked as If espe ilal leiiuest of those two
cities became public. The deal, howeve r. Is
she hnel Ijei'n having a very gooel placed laws on the statute beioks
to said lo be the basis of a story In this
,
.
...... i.i
...
.
.
ii'"-nit
time, you may be' sure.
i
'"
by
in ne governed
Saturday Evening Post, where
It is incumbent upon the hostess commission and Santa Fe to annex week's
the pavement Is nsphaltulithie,
and
nt whose house such a gathering Its
reiunellngs.
sui
Santa Fe New the deal Is exposed by one of the pa.
meets to put feerth her choicest line-Mexican.
pers In the city. Since the Times exfor the occasion. If a tea table? Is
posed the court house building ileal,
spreael the snowy cover will seem
;
Bi.i-a generatleen ago, no Kl Paso paper
Tiu rit.
more eb gnnt and In keeping If
a
After
brief hut brave career the has exposed anything. Lordshurg
o worked monogram at least, and Haton Meirnlng Telegram
has passed
of eeiiirse'. there must be a vase or in Its checks. Despite the publica- Liberal.
heewl with flowe rs In the table's rention law which Is reported to make
A DECEITIT I, M AN.
ter.
daily papers in New Mexico opulent
E. F. McAdams, stenographer for
I'loinl Ib'e nnnions.
at tin' expense if the dear public, the the Willnrd Mercantile company, has
Have these flowers the ones often .Morning Telegram died of
proven himself to be nn-- of the most
copied In fine needh'W erk : that is anaemia. Tile New Mexican financial
had
deceitful men In town.
brief and graceful sprays. The- senntj
el
the nel of one eif the two
One night last week his brother
flower h mi ngeme-iitof the- vase's ofj Baton elailies within a short time, went to Albuquerque
with the ostenJapan Hie often copied by children! when it greeted the- - appearance
of sible purpose of bringing his family
in their
mbreeieli ry lessons.
the' Telegram, nnel even new believes with him when he rrturni d. (n SatAs to the' , eliblcs which are se
that .Baton does not support one daily urday night E. F. nske d for permisfrom this table, they may be j en eently. There Isn't a town In New sion to get off
duty a little i.uiy a
theby
a
haneh'd round
heestess or bv
Mexico that does ami if the
New he wished to go to Alhimuerque that
Napcap
apron.
In
mnlel
white
and
Mexican, the' Optic, the Citizen, the night to
his brother bring his
kins are not obligatory, but the small! Journal, the Itunge and the Becord family." "help
Monday morning the two
eene
s
fringe d
are in kei'ping and will hail to de pend upon the support McAdams young
returned, nnel a
add much to the comfort eif the given them by home advertisers and young lady with men
them. E. F. introguests.
home' subscribers, then Raton, Albu- duced her te his friends a4 h's wife,
bee sanelwiches querque,
At one
lis Vegas, Santa Fe nnd and a greater surprised lot of the
of surdities, bttuee, choppeel olives. R eswell would
simply have to do people was hard to find. Willard
fruit h'e ami layer cake were se rved. without dully papers unless some Record,
Breael and butter and tea are quite philanthropist dug Into his pocke t t )
enough, however, feir the bite Is einly give them such ami that despite ail
Jl'ST HAVIXti rix.
to sheew good will nnil give an extra the' provisions of the new publication
D. M. Barrlnger, Jr.. the liveryman
touch of gaiety.
law.
Raton Range.
is nn accommoelating cuss.
Do not feirge't that embroide ry
The other day he neetleeil twn little
means that nil who do fine needleM EX ARE CRAZIEST.
girls, probably 6 nnd 8 years of age,
work In one's Intimate set are
At a recent meeting or the Insane making an apparently frantic effort
el ; Vinel whe n the
time comes rounel
commission at Las Vegas, It to drive a calf somewhere.
each guest must return the spree nt asylum
whs ascertained that out or 218 paEvidently the little girls were havher ow n home. The opportunity thus tients
the asylum only 85 are wom- ing trouble. So Barringer doffs hi
presented for meeting gives through en. AIn mean
reman
who
read
this
coat and starts In pursuit of the calf,
criticism and general talk splendiel marked
or our (Barringer, It must be understood,
chances for Increased knowledge on women that "we keep mostHowever,
at
is no light weight
their homes."
he weighs near
the subject of embroidery, and cerfact remains that New Mexico 300.)
tainly such pleasant Interludes are to the
hag
more
than a man and a half in
After chasing the critter seven or
be desired In the life of every woman
its Insane yards for each woman eight blocks back to the place or befemd of her needle.
there. Raton Range.
ginning, he found the little girls and
KMqucttc of flip Bee.
a boy looking at him and laughing
The etiquette of the embroidery AX
EXTERPRISIXO
RAILROAD. for dear life.
bee does not prohibit a straggler or
The Rocky Mountain road has
Barringer, almost out of wind,
two of the strongeT sex. A
few
horticulturist this spring and finally succeeded In asking the boy
"nice" men may be given to under- turned
Is
much to beautify its right to assist the girls in driving the calf
stand that they can drop In at the of doing
way here. Besides offering to and then It occurred to the liveryrefreshment hour, for the presence the people
of Cimarron as many free man that he didn't know where the
of men adds to the snap eif every trees as they
want to set out, girls were driving it to.
woman gathering.
But let them un- the company might
will plant out a large
"Where do you want to drive your
derstand that they must be useful af- number
asked Barterwards.
He who can sing must Not beingof trees on Its own property. little calfy to, girls?"
content with planting trees, ringer.
warble his chausonette when the Mr.
E. A: Troutman, under instruc"Oh, nowhere," replied the eldest
work begins again, for the bee worth
E. J. Ded-m- of the girls. "We were just having
while lasts till 6 o'clock. And some- tions from Superltnendent
has started a garden to see what some fun. It Isn't our calf." Alamo-gord- o
body else may rend, recite, or tell
can be done with the different kinds
News.
stories.
Tho hostess of the dny does not
expect a special visit of thanks from
the guests afterward, and when it Is
time for the latter to depart each
shakes the hostess' hand, 'and after
putting on wraps and hat goes directly out. With all "at home" occasions It Is very bad form to return
OF A GOOD BANK
good-a- y
has
for
been made, for this distracts the
Is important not only for the present, but
from the other
hostess' attention
guests.
also for the years to come.
Any form of fancy needlework can
The right bank connection will be a material
also be done t the embroidery bee.
You are working at art work merely
help to your every day business.
nre bits
for house decoration; the-rbeautifully
across
This bank has a successful record of safe, conthe
which shine
knee ef a graceful sewer.
servative banking from the day of its organiforget the true
Above- all don't
zation.
are
You
embroidery
bee.
spirit of the
working not only for today, but for
the garret trunk which Is to descend
generation.
The
unto the feeurth
thing of greati'St beauty must be a
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
if
joy for more than one lifetime,
'
not forever.
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I XCI.K SAM WILL HKI.P.
Mr. Cox anel Mr. Bruce, timber

ex-

perts for the government, who have
l.ce-over the proposed remit for the
iu-railroad tei be built at Fort
Apache, returned Saturday on their
way to Washington to consult with
the- secretary
These
of the inttrlor.
two gentlemen were surprised at the
timber In the
amount or mature
southern part or this county and say
they will make a most favorable re- -

United States
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RUSSIA
ON NORTH FOURTH STREET

Sav It Maude Adams Will Appear In
Famous Historical Play
Must Go Unless MothIn tho Sta-dluer Pays Its
Board.

Immigration

Official?

ten
10.
May
For
Now York,
baby girl ha
months a
been kept a prisoner on Ellis Island
by the Inltel States. Meanwhile the
baby's mother, a widow, has paid the
gnvi-rnnnt tt'l a month for keeplns
it. To da this she and her three
other children nearly starved, while
she worked twelve hours a day
scrubbing floors.
The mother Is out of a Job now,
and u. she has been unable to p.iy
her bufcy's board for May the government is going to put the child on a
steamship and send it back to Russia.
sick
This means that a
baby will be landed In a distant port
without a relative or friend to care
for it.
The story of the baby and Its
mother was learned from Irving Llp-ltcrepresentative of the Unltjd
Hebrew Charities on Ellis Island.
When Mr. Lipsitcii was asked what
would become of the child on its arrival In Russia lie replied, "I don't
know."
On July 3 last. Mrs. Hode Chanin
a Russia immigrant, arrived at Ellis
Island with her four children, the
youngest of which was two years old,
The island
and named Nechame.
doctors found that little Nachame
had a ring worm, and they told her
mother that ehe would be unable to
bring the baby Into the country. According to the law, the child had
either to be deported or kept In the
island hospital at the expense of rel
atives until it was cured.
Mrs. Chanin could not go back to
her native land. She had spent her
little store of money In coming to
this country. .Neither could she remain on the island while the baoy
was being cured.
Th'-rwas but one thing for her
to do. .he filled out an applicatiJn
to have the child stay in the hospital
until it had recovered, and signed an
agreement to pay $23 a month for its
board.
Then Mrs. Chanin, with her three
other .mall children,, after many
trials, suoceeded in getting to Chicago. She had tried In vain to procure work In this city.
With but one thought, that of paying the keep of lier baby, she obtained employment scrubbing floors. By
working twelve hours A Say and
taking in washing at night she man-Age- d
to make enough to pay the $23
a month, but as the months passed
starvation stared her and her children in the face.
work,
Mrs. Chanin stuck to her
denying herself food for her three
Finally her health broke
children.
down, she lost her position, her family was in desperate straits and she
could no longer pay the monthly
baby to the govboard of her
ernment.
Mr. Lipsitch received a letter from
the woman telling her plight and
begging leniency be shown her by the
government for her child's sake until
she could
herself.
Mr. Lipsitch wrote in reply that if
the baby's board bill was not paid the
child would have to be sent back to
Russia.
When asked as to whether anything could be done to nave the child
Mr. Lipsitch said:
"We have no fund to pay the bills
of people. Besides, it would establish
a bad precedent for us to help this
woman pay her bill. We have no
right to distribute a penny to any
one, no matter how badly they need
i'

ld

V

h,

.

It.

"Unless the mother sends on the
money the government will ship her
baby hack to Russia. This sort of a
case will awaken people to a reliaa-tio- n
of their responsibilities."
tlOO REWARD, $100.

L

Boston. May 10. Ten thousand
persons will have an opportunity of
witnessing Maude Adams' first appearance as "Joan of Arc" in the
Stadium at Harvard, on the evening
of June 22. The "bowl" of the
Stadium will be used for seating
purposes and will give the capacity
mentioned above. At this rate Miss
Adams .w ill mort than maintain her
record playing to large audiences. All
that portion of the Srst and a large
section of the Gridiron thut faces
the "bowl" will be used for the
"stage." The actors will tread upon j
turf. A special scenic setting, ado; able to the Stadium, is being bu..
under the direction of Ernest Gros.
In the matter of costumes Miss Ad-- 1
of John
ami has the
Alexander, the artist. Under the crit
ical eyes of these two, there was held
a review at the Empire threatre, New
York, Sunday, of more than 1,300
costumes, armor, etc. One thousand
supernumeraries will be employed by
Miss Adams. This will be in charge
s,
and to dress'
of fifty
them there will be a small host of
armorers, costume masters, wardrobe
masters, etc. Every essential, down
to a pin, necessary for the costum-- !
Ing of this horde, will
transbe
planted from the Stadium. In addition. Miss Adams' master electrician
will install a complete electrical plant
in the Stadium, sufficient to furnish
every requisite of lighting, etc.. known
a
to the modern theatre, only on
scale vastly larger than any hitherto
contemplated in America.
The qualities of simplicity and native grandeur that mark the Passion
Play at Oberammergau will characterize the performance of "Joan of
Arc," by Miss Adams and her company. An English version of Schiller's "Jongfrau von Orleans" will he
used. The Incidental music will be
taken In most part from Beethoven's
famous symphony, the "Erolca."
To marshal and direct the large
force of auxiliaries and to direct the
performance, there will be employed
ten stage managers, one chief manager, and over aJJ these a tage director. The auxiliaries have been
separated In groups sufficiently small
for Individual coaching md drilling,
yet large enough to emphasize their
relations to the whole. The actors
will get their entrance cues by means j
ui signals Ull ttieiuiuiru imttiiurn- cent lamps and the movements of the
mass of supernumeraries will be governed in the same way.
The performance will be for the
benefit of the Germanic museum and
will be given under the auspices of
the German department of the uni
versity. Miss Adams was voted the
use of thp Stadium by the president
and Fellows last December, and since
that time Charles Frohman's forces
have been at work on the details un-- ,
der her personal direction. After the
performance on June 22. the whole,
production will be dismantled, and
its various parts dispersed.
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work on stiirt waists
patronize nubbs Laundry Ob.
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At Pittsburg
Pittsburg

GAMES

Lynn, Mass. Her advice i free,
aud always helpful.
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NOTICE FOR PCBLICATIO.Y.

R. H. E.
0
8

St. Louis

National League.

New York at Boston.

Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Western League.
at Wichita.
Omaha at Topeka.
Lincoln at Denver.
Sioux City at Pueblo.
Ues Moines

HOW THEY STAND.
American League.
Won Lost. Pet.
Detroit . .
New York
Boston

.

14

.

11

....

Philadelphia
Chicago . .
Cleveland .
Washington
St. Louis

......
.

.

10
s

5
7
8
$

9
9

10
10
11
11'

Igue,
Won.
13
Hi
10

. .
.

.10
,
.
.

7
9
6

.737
.611

.5;6
.500
.471
.471
.313
.294

Lost. Pet.
7
fi

7

10
13
10
14

10

.650
.625
.588
.545
.435
.412
.391
.375

Western League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

n
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6
9
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(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. 8
Land Office at Santa Fa, N. H.
April 10, 1909.
Notice Is hereby gives that Juan
F. Romero, of Albuquerque, N. M
who, on
190... made Homestead Entry No. 6947. for 8W4, Section 4, Township 8 N., Range ( E.,
N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notic
of Intention to make final flva year
proofs, to establish claim to the land
R. H. E. above described, before H. W.
At Wichita
S.
1 Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
9
11
:
Des Moines
1
4 Albuquerque, N. M., on the Tth day
6
Wichita
Miller and Heckinger; of June, 1909.
Batteries:
Clarke. Westcott and Weaver.
Claimant name aa witnesses:
Fllomeno Mora, of Chllili. N. M.;
Juan Antonio Alderete, of AlbuquerAmerican Association.
of
R. que, N. M.; Perflrlo Sandoval,
At Milwaukee
0 Chllili. N. M.; Prudenclo Maldonado,
Milwaukee
1 of Chllili. N. M.
Indianapolis
MANUEL R. OTEKO.
Register.
R.
At Minneapolis
1
Minneapolis
NOTIOK
PUBLICATION.
FOR
9
Toledo
(Not coal land.)
R.
At St. Paul
Department of the Interior, U. S
4
St. Paul
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
2
Columbus
(Serial (No. 02581.)
April I. 1909.
R.
At Kansas City
Notice Is hereby given that Martin
0
Kansas City
of Albuquerque, N. M., who,
1 Ryan,
Louisville
on Nov. 6, 190. made SI. E.. No.
10211, for Lots 1, t, t, and 4. Section
SATURDAY 4JAMKS.
3, Township 10 N., Range S E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ot
American lcagiio.
Intention to make final five year
R. H. E. proof, to establish claim
At Chicago
the land
4
2 above described, (before H. W. Otero,
8
Chicago
2
2
4
Cleveland
United States court commissioner, at
Owens; Albuquerque, N. M., on the 11th day
Walsh and
Batteries:
Easternly.
Young and
of June, 1909.
R. H. E.
Second Game
Claimant names as witnesses: John
1
1
4
Chicago
A. Johnson, Josle A. Johnson, John
4
7
1
Maher, George Souther, all of AlbuCleveland
Scott and Owens; Ber-ge- r querque, N. M.
Batteries:
MANUEL R. OTERO.
and Clarke.
Register.
o
At St. Louis
No game; wet grounds.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

SOUTHERN PITCHER EQUALS RECORD

Adams. Brandon. Mad-doBatteries:
Powell and Gibson; Lush and
WHERE THKY ARE P LATINO Bresnahan.
TIUS AFTERNOON'.
Western Ieague.
American League.
It. H. E.
At Denver
3
6 0
Denver
Washington at Chicago.
0 5 3
Lincoln
Philadelphia at St. Louis,
Gilleii and Zalusky;
Batteries:
New York at Detroit.
Jones ii nd Sullivan.
Boston at Cleveland.

St. Louis .
New York

tiam-plexl-

For tlx

BIG UAGUE

'hicago .
'inelnnati
Brooklyn

m

"t-i-

-

B

Boston

"

m

1- -5

I

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least Find Help in Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
one dreaded disease that science hat
been sole to cure in all its stages, and
Vegetable Compound
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cur
is the only positive cure now known
Winchester, Ind. "Four doctors
tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- told me that they could never make
ing a constitutional disease, require!
me regular, and
win lUIIWIIIUI.
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Cathat 1 would eventually have dropsy.
tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
1 would bloat, and
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby depalns.cramps
stroying the foundation of the disease
and chills, and 1
and giving the patient strength by
could not sleep
building up the constitution and asnights. My mother
sisting nature doing Its work. The
wrote to Mrs. rink-haproprietors have so much faith in iU
for advice.and
curative powers that they offer One
I began to take
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
Lydia K. IMnkham'g
falls to cure. Send for list of testiVecetable Com
mony Is.
After taking one and one-hal- f
Adde
F. J. CHENEY 4 CO.. To- pound.
I am all
Compound.
bottles of the
ledo, Ohio.
right again, and I recommend it to
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Mns. Mat
every suffering woman."
Take Hall's Pills for conBtltpatlon.
Dea.l, Winchester, Ind.
o
Hundreds of such letters from girls
Hair Dtmm and Cfetronodlat,
and mothers expressing their gratitude
Mrs. Bambini, at kar parlors
Lydia E. I'lnkham's Vegetha Alvarado an 4 a sit door to for what
Compound has accomplished for
eturgts' cafe, la prepared to aire table
have been received by The Lydia
thsreuga scalp treatment, do hair them
E. llukbam Medicine Company, Lynn,
treating, treat eorns, benlona and Mass.
Ingrown nail. She give
massage
Girls who are troubled with painful
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs. or Irregular periods, backache, headBambini's own orsparetloo of
sensations, faint
ache, dragging-dowcream builds up the skin and
spells or indigestion, should take
improves tha eomalsslon, and la ing
immediate action to ward off the seriguaranteed not to be Injurious. Bke ous consequences and be restored to
also prepares hair tanlo and cures health by Lydia E. llnkham'a Vegeaa prevent dandruff and hair fall- table Compound. Thousands have been
ing ant, raatorea Bte to ed hair, re- restored to health by its use.
move moles, warts and nserfluome
If you would like special ad vie
hair, ror any blemish of the face, alout your case
rontiden
sail and eanamlt Mrs. BaasblmL
tlal letter to Mrs. PJiiktiaiu, at

"t--

-

y

L

"

60-fo- ot

Pittsburg .
Phlludelphi

DAUGHTERS

:fS niF

Formerly known as Zeiger ranch, 11-- 2 miles north of city. Irrigation Canal, just completed, passes along the rear
avenue in front of each tract. The $100 an acre Tract of today will be the $1,000 an acre Tract of tomorrow.
boundary, a
The best investment on earth is land close to a city, with plenty of water for irrigation. First come, first served. From
down, balance within two years. THE COMING COMMUNITY OF COUNTRY HOMES. Call at
$60 per acre up,
office or send tor folder explaining full particulars. Salesmen and conveniences to show property.

National

WHO HAVE

.I'll.

'

f

super-captain-

MOTHERS

!- - J:

I

.818
.818
.667
U. S
Department of the Interior.
National Ivagiii.
f.
.500
Fe,
N. M.
at
Santa
Office
Land
It. II. K.
At Chicago
7
.364
Des Moines
(Not coal land.)
5
2
2
7
.300 Chicago
imaha
(Serial No. 05095.)
r.
S
I
St.
Louis
7
.300
City
Sioux
April i. 1909.
Iteulbach and Morau;
Batteries:
8
.200
Lincoln . . .
Notice Is hereby given that Rebert
Rhodes and Bresnahan.
L. Roberts, of Laguna, N. M., who,
s Tt itDAY's ; mi:s.
on Nov. 26. 1907, made H. E.. No.
WoNlern lCttKtif.
05095 for NEK, Section 10 Township
A merles ii Jeague.
R. II. K. 7 N., Range 4 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
At Topeka
1
1
6
R. H. K. Omaha
At New York
has filed notice of Intention to mak
8
2 Topeka
6
9
3
6
Boston
final commutation proof, to establish
4 10
3
York
Ne
Hollenliaek and Goild-Ing- ; claim to the land 'above describes,
Batteries:
Kerns.
Batteries: Morgan, Steele andSpen-(ir- ;
Kaufmann and
before George H. Pradt, U. 8. comJuiiin. Warhop an.l Kleinow.
missioner, at Laguna, N. M., on tht
It. II E. 10th day of June, 1909.
At Denver
2
13 13
R. H. K. Denver
At Philadelphia
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
1
5
0 Lincoln
5
3
Philadelphia
Lucero, of Cubero. N. M.; J. Mlllsr,
0
0 5
Washington
Olinstc.id and 5Caluky; of Laguna. N. M ; Virgil P. HarringBatteries:
Butteries: Krause anil Thomas; lloekenberry. Hendricks and Sulli- ton, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Milvan and Mason.
Burns. Hughes. Smith ana Street.
ler, of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
K.
H.
R.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
At Wichita

Wichita
Denver
Top, ka
Pueblo

.

.

...

9
9
6

2
2
3

1

8 12
2
Cleveland
4
6
2
Chieag'
Butteries: Khoades. IJebhardt and
Clarke; owens. Smith anj Sullivan.
National League,
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
8 13
2
Philadelphia
8
2
5
Brooklyn
Batteries: Morau and Dooin, Scan-IoWilhelin and Bergen.

Wichita

3

Des Moines

Batteries:
Heckinger;
Weaver.

2

Batteries: Ames and Schlel;
and Bowerman.

2

5

JOSS

AND ADDIE

fH

SAM WEEMS, MACON'S NO HIT, NO

That exclusive corporation of which
Cy Voung and Addle Joss are members, known as the "nj hit no run no
man reach first pitchers' association,"
has been forced to udmlt a new member In Pitcher Samuel Weems of the
Macon team.

MAN REACH FIRST PITCHER.
Weems, pitching against
Mercer
university In a practice game, pitch
ed perfect ball. He did not pass a
butter nor hit one. He struck out 14
and retired 27 in succession without
a hit. Macon won the game, 4 to 0.
neither lde making an error.

THIS IS THE FINEST GREAT DANE
LIVING; "TIGER OF CLEETHORPES'
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To RENT

Pueblo
Alderman
Batteries:
Swift and Mit.e.
--

and

4

1

4

2

6

3

Shea;

At Kansas City
Kansas City
Indianapolis

4

6
0

R.
4

R.

H

Mas-we-

ll

office, 1030;

The Mbwourl Society ot New
Mexico meet the second Wed- nesday of each mouth at Odd 4
The C.reat iJan. , "TIjit nf CI. etli m s." winner of a ilrst prize and
Fellows haJL 31 South 8cood
championship at the C.rt Ht Dane show ill the Crystal palace, London. He
street. Nest tneetlng Wednee
is owned by A. T. Walker, an Englishman, and is considered Hie finest specday. May It, ltOt.
imen of his type livinn.
Headquarter at room 4, Bar- new building, Second and Ceo- - 4
ii- -

R.

13

hour,

residence, m.

Mclatiuii.

8
3

o
By day or

touring car. Pbone.

2

Mat-ter- n

YOUNG

Register.

3
3

R. If. E.

At Pueblo
Sioux City

AiiH-ricai-

2
5

"CY"

The rapid Increase m oar business
Kerwln, Biersdorfer and la due to good work and faar treat
and ment ot our patron Ilobbs Laundry.
Shaner
Turner.

i
R. H. E.
At Chicago
6
9
3
Chicago
At Milwaukee
3
8
3
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Reulbach. Iligginbnth-uni- . Louisville
Batteries:
Brown and Morau; Rowan. Gasper and McLean.
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
II. H. E. Columbus
At Boston
1

New York
Boston

2
4

OF

4

Phone 1070.
All HUwHiriana

tral.

are requested
to can and reghaer.
O. J. KKAKMEK.
Secri'Ury.

4

Citizen Want Ads for Results

)IOn;V

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

pagis four.
MAGNIFICENT

AMUSEMENTS

..

PARADE

STARTED THE ELKS
BIG FIESTA

Crystal Theatre

Grand Pageant Through the
Oily This Afternoon
Begins Week of
Festivity.

There will be three prizes to be drawn for
next week. Vouchers will be issued for

u p: Hide, such :is has never
ill A11iuiiu': in. In fiirc,

With

$5, $3 and 2

turn witnessed

whereby you ,may obtain merchandise in
any store represented on program or curtain

8

MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Sqnsjs
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

nrul which included many inti n sting,
durational anil ridiculous tv.ituris.
f"l"
prcpiirati'iii-til,. Klks' licsta,
whim luiVf hi i n ci.mpl.-t- d w itii in
tin- la.--t few v.nits, begun tuduy. Th.s
evening tin- - festivities will commence
in i anient in the lilk." building on
Vil Uulil avenue.

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats 10c
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

it-IoiiiI- hi

l.

r.

'

i

.rortaaCTl

Sll IIIII.IRMIIIIII

JL.ULIIIS1H.

SPECIAL

Extraordinary Engagement
ONE WEEK COMMENCING
Monday Night May 10

,

'

THE OPERATIC

and Their Company of
VAUDEVILLE ENTERTAINERS

!

I

Gems from Opera, Comedy and Vaudeville. A Guaranteed
Attraction. Two performances nightly.
!

A SI.OO ATTRACTION

FOR

10-2- 5C

First Show Starts 7:30 Promptly

!'

oaqoooexxxxyxoxxxxxxxxxxjo
NEW ORDER OF THINGS

i:

Highland

regular

I:

Friday, May, 14

addition to
wa serve Short Orders,
Noodles, Chop Suey In all
styles and other Mandarin
Diane. OIt ue a trial.

la

our

meed

RESTAURANT
Open day and nlgbt,
Central,

. ,

U West

1801

delicious cream ! mora pop-althan ever. All orders,
large or small, In or out of the
city, promptly cared tor, and
delivery
in good condition,

Human Lives

guaranteed.

The Matthew Dairy

i

AND

our
ar

1

&

Supply Company
170

ture.by

Human Hearts I

Pure Ice Cream
For the season of

I

EARL WARD PEARCE

No.. Fourth at. Phone 420

X

For the benefit of the New
Mexico Society of Social
Service.

I

Lecture Begins at

ADMISSION

8

O'clock

-

50c

i

Children 25c

VJahc Up!
i

All kinds of Filagree Jewel-ermanufactured.

HOTKL AUItlVAIiS.
Kturg'S.

y

P. F. Andrews, Gibson; Mrs. Oscar
Littering. Sublnal; W, K.
Stclzlcr,
New York; E. A. Stern, Santa Fe; K.
Blbo, Cubero; G. H. Winter; R. F.
Slckels, C. J. Dawe, Denver; M. T.
Tomlinson, ltatn; P, F. Savage, So-

corro.

Alvaratlo.

I J. A. GARCIA
OOLD

AVE.

B. II. Briggs & Co.

E. Busser, Sail FrancUoo; T. i)
DeVilbiss and wife, Chicago; F. Mose,
New York; O. C. Snow, Mesilla Park;
C. O. Kucker, St. Joe; L.
Wltson,
Centerviile, Tenn.; H. W. Dye, Denver; Geo. Wlrden, Delaware; J. E.
Ueis, St. Louis; B. 11. Cyprian, Bernalillo; L. C. Parker. Silver City; Sol.
Su

Itonenblad, Phoenix;

L.

llein

and

DRUGGIST

wife, .New Yoik; A. A.
Front, L'i
1'uS'i; Jas. I). Schuyle, Los Angi leu.

ALVARADO PHARMACY

Thompson, Wlnslow; Jno. Redmond,
M.
Denver; A. V. Slckels, Denver;
Mayo, Santa Fe.

Corsir Cold Au. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescriptions
ay tan ar all af t
m Imi
taa Lane, and Btrlckler building It
mw ready for occupancy and will bs
responsible parties.
Ant
te
& iterations desired will be made
ealt tenants. Total floor space, II,
aouars fsst. Basement same dl
enanalona. Stsam heat and all othst
adera lnaDrcTsmtots. Asply W. B
teased to

trickier,

i.ll

K'lvoy.
J. L. Tyrello, Mexico City;

M.

N.

Cruise.
und wife, .Socorro; A. F.
.'haiff. La Crosse, Wis.;
Hannah
Fancher, Gerry, Okla.; Ruth Faneh-tr- ,
Gvrry, okla.; Esti 11a Stubbs,
B. Mack

-

.,..,.

N. M.

to Stop Uie tlctid.
The won't foe for 12 years of John
IVye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a running ulcer. He paid doctors over
)thjdt
Then Booklet!
400
Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and
cured him. Cures Fever Sores, Bolls,
Felons, Eczema, Salt Rheum. Infallible for piles, burns, scalds, cuts, corns
2 5c at all dealers.
K11U

r

e

n

Days
We don't urge you to buy an expeti.-ivWe
vehicle.
many good styles within the range of modest income
liufigies. Runabouts, Stanhopes. Surreys. Snrinff Wagons,
etc. Ju.'t rece ived .1 bi carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and can use the mcney
e

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

it--

1

M0WTEZUH1A
iffr.'griTL'- .- g 'i i

TRUST

CO.

,'.x.xnA.3agaa:;

ALBUQUERQUE

HEW WCXfCO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

isaa

of securing this high class attraction
which In their opinion, was one that
the Albuijuenpie lovers of high class

entertainments could not afford to
Roslyn
Mr. Pierte and Miss
miss.

are both singers of great ability and
have received favorable mention in
every city in which they have appeared, both having starred in metropolitan attractions and were the
feature act of seventy people with
Woodland for two years. They introduce gems from grand and comic operas in character costumes, such as
the Toreadors, from Carmen. II Trov-atorRigoletto Indian, and ull the
popular songs of the day.
The balance of the company, consisting of Mack. Russell. Benton, Elliott and Godfrey, are all artists of
repute, having played the leading
vaudeville circuits both here and
Manager Moore of the Coabroad.
lombo should be congratulated
in
securing such an attraction, as theatre-goers
are accustomed to paying
$1 to witness.
Satisfactory arrange
ments have been made through Mr.
C. M. Applestill, manager
of the
company, to give two performances
7:30
each night commencing at
promptly at the popular price of 10c
and reserved seats 25c. In addition
to the special program,
the usual
line of motion pictures will be shown.
Special matinees will be given Wednesday at 2:30 p. m.
e.

.NTEREST

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

ON

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK of OOMMBR O hi
OF

LBUQDERQUE.

NT.

M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper AccommociA:!')'
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
orriccms and directors

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwe 1,

4X4

'ALEXANDER

HEIRS
Prof. Joseph Scottl, the noted cal
iopist from Isleta, was seated at the
rear part of the wagon artistically
TO FIGHT FOR ESTATE
fingering the keyboard of what lookpiano,
while
likebeen"
a
'
ed
"has
i
from his lips came melodious sounds
Prliioe-- s lie limglio nml Othfr t'liil-dri'- ii
in imitation of the steam piano.
of .lmiiuerii Mcreliaiit
The IVooeshloii.
Will Try for Proi rty.
Starting at the theatre, the procession moved west to Sixth street, north
Copper avenue; wel
on Sixth
to
Princess de Broglio and Mrs. K.
on Copper avenue to Central avenue lfuli,!,
ltlul, on.l lit., nh,.t- - o,tia l.t
beyond Robinson park; swinging into ,
,
rata,n.
Mflfri
prlnavenue,
through
it
came
the
the
e(, JUi,KP w
H,ai.Hck of thls city
tipui uuniness niiet-ivi me tnj
to prosecute
claim against the
First street; thence south to Silver rotate of the their
merchant and
deceased
street;
avenue; thence west to Third
possibilities are for a long drawn
the
on
avenue;
east
thence north to Gold
out litigation.
Gold to Second street; thence north
It is understood that the Mrs. AlexI
aveor. Second street back to Central
ander, the third, the woman the denue; west on Central avenue to Fifth ceased merchant
married
a few
street, and south on Fifth to the months before his death, will contest
thirty-one
starting place, traversing
any claim the children may make.
blocks. Alderman Geo. P. Learnard
The princess and Mrs. Blair are
was marshal of the day.
daughteru by Mrs. Alexander Xo. 1.
Following was the line of march: The princess is in Europe but is exBoys' pected to come to America In the
Learnard und Llndemann
band No. 1.
near future.
The second daughter,
A number of mounted Elks.
Mrs. Blair. Is the wife of the cashier
Exalted Ruler, Dr. McLandress.
of the First National bank of Sedalla,
Elks on foot.
Mo.
Patrol Wagon Thos. S. Hubbell,
It is believed that Alexander l'ft
Dave Combs, Mike Nash and Mr. M-t- hls property interests in a tangle and
Cruder as uniformed policemen.
tfult the true value of the estate will
Water wagons, in charge or r.dward i,e ascertained only after a lengthy
, abstract
Harsch.
of the numerous pieces of
A white elephant.
) property
on the north side. It is un- ,ln,.ul.,.l 4K,. .
nf oja..l
The Turkish band.
Arabian horsemen.
large tracts of land north of the city
The Salome dancers. H. E. Sher- - vk il be ijuestioned.
man, sponsor.
Shethind pny and wagon driven
PIERCE ON TRIAL
by J. Porter Jones.
Steam caliope, played by Joe Scotti
and Louis Gumbiner.
QN ASSAULT CHARGE
Beits' Caravan of wild animals.
.
Indian school band.
The R. K Putney auto bearing Governor Curry, Sheriff Romero, County Former Meinls-- of ItiKii-i- l of l!ii;vii.s
or Blind Neliool
Commissioner M. R. Springer and
District
Mayor Lester.
Court.
The autoa of Isaac flarth, Dr. Van
Sant and I. H. Cox, bearing members
The trial of R. 11. pierce, a former
of the city government.
trustee of the New Mexico Blind inFifteen autos loaded with Elks.
stitute at Alamogordo, who is charged
Learnard & Lindemann's boy band v ith criminal
upon M;ss
assault
No. 2.
Kdna Hooker, a blind girl inmate of
Chief of Police McMillin and Klre lh!U insittution. Is occupying the
Burtlrss.
Itention of the Second district court
Big Show Tonight.
today. The Jury was secured Satur- At 6 o'clock this evening the doors (.iy iiml
lu,hl ln seclusion at the
of the Elks' building w ill be thrown ' rourt house over Sunday,
open. A supper will be servsd from)
iiiM Hooker was led to the witness
6 until 8 o'clock .each evening
and'nand this morning bv Superintendent
elaborate menus have been prepared ;,! Hnd told the utory of the. alleged
by the various ladieB' committees. The
following dlnner-irharge of Mrs. J.
District Attorney Klock is condu
McLaughlin, chairman
f this ev- - lug ,h
prosecution, assisted by At- enlng's committee, will be nerved f( tnrncy General Clancy. Attorney Go
me small price oi sua: i
Estrs, of El Paso, conducted the
Koust Ilevf Supper.
cross ixamination for the defence.
Prime roast beef, au Jus.
Baked potatoes.
Green peas
Smaslies all lleoortU.
Hot rolls.
As an
laxative tonic and
Asparagus salad. Mayonnaise dressing health-builde- r
no other pills can comcream
lcre
and cake.
pare with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Coffee.
Tea.
They tone and reeulate stomach, llv- The entertainment committee has'er and kidneys, nurifv the blood.
prepared a vaudeville program which 'strengthen the nerves; cure constlpa-wll- !
be seen on the stage of the the- - Hon, dvepepsla. hUlousness, Jaundice,
atre and which, Judging from the headache, chills ind malaria. Try
opinions of those who have witnessed them. I3c at all dealers.

I
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St. I.ouls Metals.
10.
St. Louis. May
Lead
spelter 14.90.

GROSS

KELLY & COMPANY
INCORRQRA TED

$1.20;

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

Xrw York Metals.
New York, May 10. Lead, $4.20
4.30; copper, 13Vsij!c; e liver 53c.
Money.

Jew York, May 10. Prime paper,
3
3(4 per cent; Mexican dollars 44;
call money 1 Ti 8 2 per cent.

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Wool Market.

Albuquerque and Las Vegas

higher.
10.
Wool
Territory western mediums 23 (if 28c;
tine mediums, 20'if24c; fine, 15W20.
St. Louis, May

Stocks,
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
pfd
New York Central
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
t'nited States Steel

5i

82
109
104 14
131 14
122
187
57 "

1.12.

Pork
Lard
Ribs

THIRD STrtEET

w.MM

Moat Market

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

T

4

aH KJbada of Freah aad 811 Meat
StMtoa Ba sjun Kartorj,

B

XL

KLK I SWOKI

I s s ile staOdiac. North Third

Grain anil ITovisions.
Chicago, May 10. Close:
Wheat May $1.26; July $1.12
Corn
Oats

V.

Rrleem Before
t9t myBuying.

Z1S WEST

eon-mar-

sene,

:

Humorous Leo

SAN JOSE

T

Church

M. E.

Buying

:

1
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TOREADORS j

Carriage

i..--t'

i

ColomfcoTfaeatffe I

These are

be-li- ii

puh-t-er-

I

1909.

J11SEINIS

Tin' parade this afternoon stinted
piomptly ut 4 o'clock from tin- Klks"
oulldiiut and wended it way through
in
Central uvciiHt' an.l other
tinbusiness part of tin' city. Tho
huji-- '
pageant, over a mile in length,
by
Oovcliior
in
was participated
iiniLiv.. 1'iirrv. aei''imiianie,l hy Muyor
p. h I.esier Sheriff lt 'im ro and oth-- ;
city council,
i rsmembers of tin
tou'uty fomiiiissioin is and other otli- In carriages and automobiles.
in. aided
lire department
tcrlally in making tne parade hi- tractive an.l was followed by chariots
driven by prominent members of the
i
..f tiiu r.:ituren of the.
I
CMTC0 DAPC
procession wa-- s the appearance of
HILL L II I Lit HHUL
.Messrs. Uraham nnd Ualph. who were
attired as Salome daner, and who
along the
caused much excitement
lr. Iti'H'H Aeroplane Will he reuliii-et- l
lines of the parade.
in llylng Trips ill .New York.
The parade was interspersed with
clowns while a large wagon, on
jcw York, May 10. It Is probable
which was stationed a cage, was used
Hell's
for all Klks found on the street. The tnat rjr. Alexander Graham
wagon was surrounded with armed aeroplane, the Silver Dart, now at
guards bo that escape wan Impossible. Uaddeek, N. .S., will compete In the
The automobile association also heavier than air contents to be held
played a prominent part In the spec- - t Morris Park on May 29. The
tatle and their presence added much Aeronautical society announced last
to the parade. The music during the night that Dr. Bell had given his
was furnished hy both sec- - Bfcnt to the appearance of the Silver
Dart, provided thnt Glenn H. Curtiss
tlons of the Learnard and Llndeman
'
would operate It. The Silver Dart is
boys' band.
Hiding in a high vehicle, which had reported to have made several scores
been especially decorated for the oc- - of nine mile flights over the lee on
caslon, was Prof. J. Porter Jones, re- - the lake at Baddeck.
In the contest at Morri.s Park the
ttntly from Santa Ke, who notified
all owners to "hold their horses," as $2,000 prize wfll be awarded to the
the big steam calliope was approach-- f machine which has never made a
a public flight, that makes a successful
ing. To bear out his statements
large cloud of smoke could be seen ' circuit of the Morris Park course,
miles, or that remains in
of about 1
in the distance while the scent
burning rags and coal oil was wafted j the air ten minutes. For a machine
on the breeze. The huge Instrument going less than thie distance, but
made its appearance and was 000 feet or 'more, $1,000 will be
or the same amount for
greeted with hearty laughter all along awarded,
the line of March, for In place of the I remaining 7 Vi minutes In the air.
Lesser amounts are to be awarded
usual steam whistles came a large
truck wagon, hidden from view by lor lesser distances, 'but the provision
white curtains, on which was a good was made that oil members of the
cook stove out of the clety who succeeded in flying 300 feet
chimney of which came dense clouds will receive prizes of JJ50
of smoke smelling strongly of kero
-

Music by Crystal Orchestra

several of the rcheasalo, will be well
worth witnessing. A small admission
fee of 15 cents w ill be charged At the
door. There will be a change of program men evening and the east will Operatic To!fnlir (oinpHiiv at
he, made up mostly of Klks, while
Theatre.
lew outsiders have kinilly donated
of successes In
a
from
series
Fresh
thtlr services. The program for thl all the leading cities, Mr.
J. F.dward
evening's entertainment will be as
Pierce and Miss Marie 1'oselyn, the
v.n;
polo (by
Vocal
reriii st ) M iss operatic Toreadors and their company
of high clafs vaudeville artists, arHughes.
rived In Albuiiuennie last evening, and
Song an J llar.ee Trof. Kltno Jack-Selwill 'pen a week's engagement at the
theatre tonight. nn acI la si bull
Champion
Catcher Mr. Colombo
count of the K'.ks theatre being enHave Combs.
Mfwrs. cased for the week, not bring able
Trombone
to book this splendid company for
j'llis ami Scotli.
this time the management of the CoS('liiiiiri'kin ami Wclnerwuist
was afforded an opportunity
(Two I latch Spinortsi
Mi ssi m. l.aii'l-"il- i lombo
mill Frietilierg.
A Siirpr'iFP
Mr.". Zimmerman.
A
1'air of Klk 11a rimtormei
M'?r-- . c.nmliitii r an, Pcotti.
Whistling Willie--.MJos. .Miller.
In a. billion to the above program.
tin vaudeville c 'miui'ti p was for-- '
tiiiiate in procnriim Ca'Ti't llrotheis.
jniintly of the iirpheiim circuit. Car-- .
rci llrot'ii. rs have an a. t which i
'
iin.ie' st imi to be one of the lu st mil- acts vi r seen in this city. The
.i nii'i member has the i eor-- of
the world's ehampioli pianist,
while the Junior member has a sweet
'
','
V V!'.
tw-?tenor voice. The bam baa been
for the week.
Inveriior Curry will open the fiesta
toninht. making a short speech at the
folks' building, alt' r which the lleta
The
will be declared In full sivlnu.
keys to the door will be thrown away
and the Klks will b" at home for the
s
- 4rest f the w , k t welcome the
v
r?f
v,
lie to the building and all It run-Th- e
tain:'.
x
.
tJt
II Q "0 II lL D
ADl
ajt
OIL I Lit UHlVl
.1.
EDWARD PIERCE.

MAY t0

RtrM4

Trsdc Marks
Designs
Ac
CorvntHT
4wrrlptlon m

A

Anrone tendlns a akelrh and

qtilckly uoat.ain our opinion free whether ma
liiTflntlon It prnbtblt aieiilhl. CeBimnnles.

68.

May 714; July
May 58; July 51 4.
May $17.90; July $18.05.
May $10.30; July $10.37',.
May $9.70 4.

iliiiiiitrlollTcoMnileiitfia. H0NDBC0K onPateot
ii'itt fre. OldMt airencr fur icfuiuif pataula.
Patents taken through Jrlutin A C
tpteiat notice without coarse, to the

tstf

Scientific American.

T arTnt ein
hndiomIf lllnntrmt mJ
13
cu at ion of any cienttflt 1 uri(Al.
Mri foar month, $k Bold by 1) ride-)e- r
A

tiUcugo Livestock.
Chicago, May 10. Cattle 25.000.
10c lower. Beeves $Ji(i7.20; Texas
titeers $4 65 iti 5. 7t; western steers
$4.701 5.75; stockers and feeders
$3.60i5.60; cows and heifers $2.40
6.15; calves liUCT.
Hogs. 40,000. 5c lower. Light $6.0
7.05; mixed $6.90'ii 7.3 j; heavy $7
iii'7.87 4; rough $7 'u 7.10; pigs $5.75
'1(6.35; bulk of sales $7,151)7.30.
Sheep, 13,000. strong to 10c higher. Native $46.60; western $4.25
6.60; yearlings
$6.30 7.60 ; lambs
$6.2541 9.10; western
lambs $6.75

MUNrf & Co
Branch COW. 4

The rapid lnres wi our bnsliiees
Is doe to good work and fair treatment of oar ptro
Habba landry.
To KEXT
well

toarlng

residence,

fi.

o

By day or hour, Max.
car. I'lione, offlce, 1030;

Bt WaabtastuB.

!. c

DENVER
Colorado

and
Return

23. 7O

CH

6.25.

flrm.
Kew Yorl

A 1H1KITIVF. STATKMKXT

0.

$5,501(6.80; lambs $7ii9.25; wethers
and yearlings $5(17.75; ew.s $3.75

--

4

AHOl'T KCrKUIiATIVK HHE.D
should interest every man, woman
Bread should be
and child ln tov-n- .
the most nutritious, wholesome anil
palatable of all foods made from
9.50.
wheat. Our kind Itt pure, clean,
crisp and nourishing It can stand
Kansas City UveMM k.
every test, while others are woefully
Kansas City, May 10. Cattle
wanting in some essential element of
Including 1,000. Southerns weak. good bread making. Try our bread for
Native
steers $5 6.85; southern yourself; you be the Judge.
steers $4.60'j( 6.50; southern
o iws
$3.25ijj 6.25; native cow and heifers
$3 3(6.25; stocke.rs and feeders $4
PIONEER BAKERY,
5.K5; bulls $3.0! 5.25; calves $3.75
M7 Boutfa First fit.
7; Western steers $5((t6.60; western
cows $3.75 5.50.
Hog. 11,000. Weak. 5c lower. Bulk
of sales $6.75ffi 7.20; heavy $7.10
7.25; packers and butchers $6.85
7.20; light $6. 60 'a 7; pigs $15. 2 5 ( 6.50.
Sheep, 8.000. 10c higher. Muttons

e,BM--

Still In tlio IUiik and we clean
them the way you want on .lie
floor with compressed air, or take
them up. beat and steam if you
have anything in the line of cleaning let me figure for you.
riant 737 So. Waller.

THE THORNTON
Expert Cleaning Co.
Phone 460.

f
If
!f

r

Tickets on sale May 17, j 8
and 19. Final return limit
Oct. 31, 19:9 Callatticket
olfice ftr full information.

T. E. PURDY, Agent
Oar work
Hmcns.

RIGCT In ever?

lias be LabjuLtj

Co.

4
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page

copying that written word
them.
PROCESSION1 of Ood and were It not for their
A GREA1
during- - those
Dark
Montezuma Grocery and
I Ages
you would not have a Iiible to- -'
'
Uny.
She loves It and she respects It
Liquor Company
'
ENDS DEDICATION
and she commands her priest to reud
It every day, sometimes fur hours,
Copper and Third
and to rend It in the hieher schools
e
on their bended knets.
Why? lie- cause It Is the word, the awful word
Imported and Domestic Goods
of the Kternal Ood. Hut grand and
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
glorious und beautiful and divinely InLiquor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
spired as that book is, thire I one
'.Continued From Page One.)
Family Trade Solicited.
thing that it Is not. It is not the rule
of faith.
It Is not the mi any estabAgent for San Antonio Lime. Always
mid tn wlnw.' efforts is due the suj-- e lished hy Jesus Christ that all men
program.
ss
of
the
may come to n knowledge of the "all
Fresh. Prices Right.
Til" sermon was delivered hy n.'V. things" which H
commanded the
Call Phone or send for Solicitor.
K. Hurry. or Denver, u diMlnxulsheJ apostles to teach and preach.
Jesuit unit"!', ttlin came tn Albuitier-qu- e
hy
PHONE 1029
Now that Hi' ans established
to preaili at th various services Christ must be the tamo f irevcr if
during t:io dedieuti.
eeremonies. Ho lie is the redeemer of the world.
Kiid in nart:
nt!y we iirKUe. nn J logically, too,
Ke. IUiir' seniion.
that that which was both the rule
"Chi ye :nn
wurlil, of faith in the b ginning of ChrisUv wli.de
pre.'eh the ciosj.el In iuiy ireature. tianity cannot be the nih of faith toTeiU'll them tn observe all things day, for tho Holy Scripture wen- not
whatsoever
haw commanded you. the rule of faith in the beginning of
Ho that b.liivetii anil
is baptized Christianity for the reason that they
those
sliall he saved, he tin t believoth not did tint exist. Consequently,
S'Tlptuns are not tiii rule of
shall he condemned. As the Father
hath oeiit me ro semi you. lie that faith today.
heareth you hen ret h mo ami he that
Moreover. St. Paul, th.it pr at exComer
oond and Qold
ilespiseth j n'j, dispisith lue. aliil lie ponent of 'hristianUy, Ulis u that
that ilespiseth me desplsetii Him that "Fuitli eometh by hearing, and hearf'lit 1111." Words selected from varl-i'U- s ing by the word of Christ." And
ag. in he says. "Whm vi r calls upon
pliees In the Ho! Sri ptures.
M ist lie v. Ari'liliishiiji.
Kev. Fath
the name of the l.oiil li.ill he savi d
excellent Service
y
ers,
Kxiel!.
ami
Your
ami how shall tiny call upon Him
friends: We are tolil 11ml not infre- - tint hearing. ml how ha!; they hear
Particular peop.e have been
quentiy in these days 1.11 not Infre- with nit a preacher and how shall
pleased with Columbus Meals for
quently hy men who nu;4'it to know, they preach unless thry tue sent."
many years. Have you tried them?
that the great need of thi; uondorCul
So then, it is not the written word
twentieth century of ours is a relig- but the spoken word. Faith is to
inlion without theology, a code of mor- come by hearing, namily we are to
Chicago, May 10. While represen ine drawn through tho center of the
ality without any dogmatic I aching. listen to words spoken by men with
My deur friends, we of the old school ,n, authority of Ood. or rather, we tative Opo. c. Hilton is
and crown."
beg to difler entirely
around down at Springfield
pin. are to listen to words spoken hy the
with
Pins, feathers or plumes shall not
the
WHITE HOUSE
this new system of thought. Eternal Ood Himself through the in- - with his bill rectrictlng the size of estend more than six Inches outside
J Sneersnow,of J:ijt
length
women's
e;
bats
and
the
n
kumv
nothing' Lh'limiinlnlllv of ,n..r mnn nn.l
as ivc
of til" of the boundary. There Is a clause
ot the heavens without astronomy, or are to believe what they say in these. hat 'in lh"t
Mrs. Hil- - prohibiting the use of "dead bodies,
wlt''
Is
tort
pursuing
w
even
tenor
the
geology,
of her wings, birds or snakes or other anior the min- matters or otherwise be condemned.
the earth ithout
eral kingdom without mineralogy, or "He that believeth n t," there is the own sweet way here In Chicago.
mal or reptile likely to breed filth
709 S. First St.
She's wearing a freak hat every- and disease germs." The penalty Is
the animal kingdom without zoology, sweeping condemnation
"He that be- where.
a fine rangfcig from 1100 to 1200.
or the vegetable kingdom without bof lieveth not shHll be condemned." No
For Mrs. Hilton has ideas of her
uny, or our own life without biology, mutter who he Is. "He that believeth
"There Is a real necessity for this
MEALS AND LUNCHES
own
on
nosubject.
the
She can see
so wo think
we have no correct not shall be condemned.'
measure," said Hilton. "A person
thing
objectionable
big
in
a
hat anl cannot walk through a store or a
knowledge of Ood without theology,
Now,
what means did Jesus long pins. When she goes shopping
street car now without Incurring danand we can huve no Christ without establish then,
transmitting
for
the
of
this
Come ia the eating's fine -or
to
the matinee she wears one. a ger of having his eye put out. These
Christianity.
ages
teaching
through
yet
down
the
y
Garden-Merrsort
hybrid
Mary
of
Aye, the very first move
hat pins must go."
toward unborn? He established a society of
No Farcy ' Price Here
Widow thing, and she pina It fast upAn emergency clause Is tacked on
Christianity must be an act of faith. men.
He gathered around him twelve on her head with
hat pins the bill which gives It effect as soon
aa w
Faith in the great dogma of Christ's men to constitute this great society,
that her husband Is Just now so busy as passed.
divinity. Not only to Peter, but to and
society established by Him leglslatln' ngalnst.
that
While the Strap Hangers Protecf.very man who s to preach the gos- was most assuredly to last to the
end
"I wasn't consulted."
she says. tive league and the bundle boya are
pel is the question put In a two-fol- d
Uf
course
of
composed
was
it
time.
"Mr. Hilton started this crusade af applauding the Jlon. Representative
way.- - "What do men say thatI am,
of men equally subject tj death with his without my knowledge or con- Hilton, he doesn' stand deuce high at
a mere personality; whom do you say
fellow'
but
Jesus
their
mortals
and
sent."
home.
I am? If we come to Christ, before provided
for
because in that soThe bill limits the size of hats to
"George will be defeated for reaccepting Him we must accept Him ciety, as in that,
every perfect society, "18 Inches measured from edge of election If this bill passes,"
Mrs. Hilas He Is. We must accept Him for there Is the power of incorporating
what He claims to be, and he claims new members to take the places of brim to edge of brim along a straight ton says.
to be a divine being. He claimed it those who shall fall off.
Our Fifth Annual May Sale is
before his friends In secret, he comJesus made his society Immortal.
mended Peter for his magnificent art This
Now Going on
immortal society established by FIRE YESTERDAY
PATHFINDERS HERE
of faith In His divinity. He mainJesus Christ Is necessarily and nattained it before the people at large
one.
It Is one with the one"I and the Father are one." He urally
Big Bargains in Clothing, Shoes,
CAUSED BIG DAMAGE
ON WAY TO MEXICO
ness of a living body. It is one with
It
supreme
maintained
before
the
Oxfords and Slippers, Dry Goods,
oneness of a moral personality. It
of the nation. "Art Thou the the
court
Crockery, Graniteware, Tinware
Christ, the Son of Ood?" said the cannot lose its oneness.
So, then, dear friends, there Is the names Destroyed Itowdule Sanlia' Automobile lH Mapping the Route to
and Groceries. New Bargains
Judge of the court to. Him, and his rebe Taken by Motors 'ext
in 111 Causing $10,000 Ijuw, Partly
ply Is "I am," He claimed it before means established by Jsus Christ a
daily. Ee sure and come today
that Is immortal, indivisible,
Insured.
October.
the magistrate of Rome and he died society
infallible,
society
and
that
must exist
upon the cross In vindication of ' his
Beautiful Souvenir pistes free.
Fire
believed
to
today
been
have
wa
as
Just
it
startel With considerable difficulty, the
established
claim.
Christ, otherwise Jesus Christ through a defective- flue, totally de- lurge blue iFlng to Flag Pathflnde
So then, the first move In the acstroyed
tw automobile, which 18 outlining a suit
the
Itosedalo
is
a
sanitarium
liar.
. It must exist toduy and
ceptance of Christianity Is an act of
certainly It must be one of those 800 miles north of the city yesterday, able road between Denver and Max
faith,
an
In this stupennet
of
belief
causing a loss of probably $10,000. leo City for the endurance contest by
Cash Buyers' Union
dous act of Its fumtation, the divin- or 00 departments of Christianity The
building contained'
eighteen machines representing
nearly fifty
ity of its origin. Consequently, then, that exist in our time. Which is it? rooms
122 Herth Seeemd
was insured fur $6,000 by flirrerent makes and which starts
and
Well, take the first attribute. Tell
is
X
faith
thing
the first
to be exercised. me where is
WM. DOLDE. Prep.
the
Great
Northern
of
London
and
from Denver some time next October,
the society that dates
It is the first thing of vital importThe English
Fire Insur- arrived In the city at sundown Satur
ance in the acceptance of religion, its beginning back to the Pentecost ance company, American
M.
Moore,
J.
ag.it. day evening and left this morning at
Indeed there is only one
faith in Jesus.' divinity, faith In His Sunday.
to claim It. There is only one great There was 12,000 Insurance on the 8 o'clock for El Paso.
or
no
tnere
can
be
mis
furniture
was
but
most
of
it
sived
ocx doubt, because th'.j.
rillgious soi lety in the civilized
The machine, equipped with a
'he Masti r tells
through the heroic work of the in- sorts of paraphanaiia, is in charge of
us Himself:
"He that believeth and world.
mates
of
the
institution,
large
a
num. Hilly Knlpper, who is accompanied
Where is the soci. tj that can point
is baptized shall be saved; he that bener 01 children from tne .nii'.un ty W. E. McCarton, a veteran news
to a divine mission?
A divine comWE SELL IT FOR LESS
lieveth not shall be condemned," or mand
ona
the city fire departmrnt. paper man, and Edward
Spooner,
must be received direct from ecnoui
W Invite comparison
as the Anglican version hus It, "shall
and
11 was aoout
:30 o'clock
when photographer, nuwsnaner man and
tiod or from some one who can prove
are always pleased to show
be damned."
was
smoke
noticed issuing from the publicity man for the pathfinder. It
goods. Come In and get acAnd St. Paul, that great exponent that ho hus received the power di- roor. An alarm or fire was sent to is a
quainted, tor it you are In need
of the teachings of Christ, tells us rect from Ood. Where Is the society ine inuiun gcnooi nair a mile away be on settled fact that this city will
the route of thu racers.
can prove that it is the one?
of anything In
Furniture,
that without falf-- . It Is impossible to that
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Jesus Christ has never ap- ana also to tne el'y. The I:niU:i
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please Ood, and moreover, tnts same Certainly
senooi nre department reache
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peared to establish another one.
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St. Paul tells us that faith is the very
And friends, that same society fire first but it was helpless because of George A. Wahlgreen, a prominent
money.
first step toward' Ood. "He that eom- maintaining
it did not huve sufficient hose. When citizen of Denver.
that spirit of oneness Is Fire Chief Hurtk-seth to me must believe that He is the same
and his men arThe machine which is mapping out
creed for the king of the rived
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Christian faith? All things what all.
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soever Jesus Christ manifested to His
abobe walls remain standing.
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Vudor Porch
Shades
Make a cool, shady, seclud-
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uudor

1

HOME COOKING
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-- HOTEL

porch. They keep out
the sun, but let In th
breeze.
Vudor Porch Shades are
very durable, and will Tast
many seasons.
Vudor Porch Shades are
iust the thing for "boxing
in" porches, or balconies
that are to be used as outdoor sleeping or living
apartments.
All sizes carried in stock
only at
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& Poultry Wire
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OUR GOODS AND PRICES, ARE RIGHT
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RAABE & MAUGER
HARDWARE
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DID YOU KNOW
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TO SELL

of
A, new and attractive feature
Typographical unionism will be add- d to the many already adopted by
that organization when the fifty-fif'.nternational convention meets at .St.
Joseph, Mo., next AuguBt.
This is a plan of life Insurance,
whereby every person upon becoming
a member of the union will be given
a policy of $1,000. The cost of this
will not exceed $1 a month, to je
paid with the regular dues.
will pay
learn
This is much less than any of the
old line insurance companies charge
for the things you have to s ell,
no ex- for the same amount and is regarded
as an innovation, especially when it
pense, except for the cost of a Citizen.
m known that no medical examination
U
;
'1
;
fit
will be made, membership In the ty
more gnified
easy protitable
pographical union being the only re
quirement to become a beneficiary.
the "for sale" sign way onl f a few peo- At present the International Typo
graphical union pays a death benefit
pie will notice the sign, and t hey may not
of $75 and there is not a union with- n its Jurisdiction, which embraces all
DRY I'AKADK, KN WHICH CHIUDREN WEHB
SHOWS SECTION' OF THB THUKR-MILPHOTOGIRAJ'H
you have to sell.
be interested in
of (North America, asleep in a pau
THE PRfXCIPAl. FEATURE.
per's grave, all local unions having
only can you find a ready b uyer for
Muncie. Inil., May 10. Hag yourtharni. One wpt leader, in a speech water cart. In the parade and bore a burial plots for deceased members.
neighbor the right to prevent you before a great and respectful audi banner Inscribed "Oct aboard."
benefit, the
Besides the funeral
single articles, but stores, houses and real
from eating pie because plo is harm- ence, made up from both sides, wi3
This was the spectacular side of union maintains a home for its sick
applauded when he said that the sa- the campaign. 'Hut the dry leaders and aged members and a tent colony
ful?
estate can be sold if you patronize
tobacco, hot bread, loon was the poor man's club, that rlaim their victory was won from and sanatorium for tuberculosis pa
Tea. coffee,
out
agents
enough
gets
little
tight corsets, hair rats are also
the poor man
coo argument of the broud i.ues.
Springs, Colo.
tients at Colorado
Columns
izen
They denied that prohibition was In There the ailing union printer finds
of physical degeneration, but can I of life for his hard labor, and that
whiany
fun from
If lie could "have
say that you shall not have themT
violation of constitutional rights. A rest and is given medical treatment
By the same token ehall one man key he ought to be permitted to in- - man jB promised life, liberty, and free of charge as long as he cares to
U3-dulge himself." He al.o ald: Some puryult of happiness. Whiskey, th"y remain. Thi is not charity, as each
restrict another In regard to the
alcoholic liquors, which are fclso men drink and do not neat tneir gaij, made for "death, bondage and member of the union Is a stockholder
wives, and ome men beat their wives t)lL. pursuit of unhapplness."
harmeful ?
The In the Institution and the treatment
and do not drink."
'state controls the sale of other pol- - received is his by right.
Is a dry "town" a "dead" town?
Aif more men driven to drink by
The wets argued that is was Just sons, why not alcohol '.' Is it the
In August, 1908. another progres
loviTty than are driven to poverty as reasonable to say that "rich drink- - ' proper function of the state to legK sive step whs taken when the union
e
by drink t
pension to
ers get rich from drinks It is to say late for the moral as well as the phy
began paying an
the state gone- - Into the that poor drinkers
Hasn't
become poor leal betterment of the people. Ma- - such of its members who had reach
Tho. Jefferson through drink." Men, they said,
church business?
rule is the keystonv of the re ed the ago of 60 and did not desire to
declared that the church had usurp- come what they will and you cannot public, and the question was to be partake of the hospitality
of the
ed the power of the state and t.ie legislate bad out of them or good in-- , decided by the majority.
preferring to remain amid fa four weeks, the idea being to give
home,
rection Is along the right lines, but
I
nation legislated this evil l wn. Are to them.
putting the saloons out of bus miliar scenes and surroundings and eacii pensioner thirteen checks !n
the plan adopted calls for more conif
prohibition states now Osurping the
with old twelve months. At the close of busicentrated effort In this work throughIn regard to the state's usurpation iness was to drive some citizens to pay his declining years
function of the church?
out the service during the coming
of church rights they said that the; other places, let them go. Other and time friends at hand.
31, 1909, six pension pay
ness
Here are seme of the question that influi nee of the church was waning better people will come in. If prop- Four dollars a week is the amount m?ndJan.
summer. With the field force at your
covering the
made,
had
been
have stirred this city of more than because legislators were making laws.erty values are depreciated we can paid, which is more than the United twenty-fou- r
command and your close knowledge
weeks ended Jan. 16.
30,000 people during the past month. which prescribed personal conduct, stand It. Temperance, however, will States government pays the survivors 1909. The amount paid to pensioness
of local conditions and of the national
is
question
the
went
insurance
Into the saloon
Muncie
forest officers, you can so organize
whereas this used to be the function appreciate values. Money that has of the Civil war. Life
was $38,344, or an average of $1597
engage
on rJad lines. While 78 of the 9 a of the church.
the attention a week. Should this ratio be mainbeen squandered over the bar will go latest feature to
this effort in your district as to Inrushing
were
state
of the printers.
counties of the
sure
And, of course, they went In for in legitimate channels.
a thorough going over of your
defifty-two
the
weeks
tained for
in statistics,
in for prohibition, Delaware,
Union ITintcrs' Home.
part
Whiskey, they said, makes
alleging thut temperan?e
of the 60,000 miles of national
be
would
pension
on
fund
the
which Muncie is located, held back hurts business, depreciates property
It has never been the policy of the mands
forest boundaries by competent men,
and they gave local statistics to
However,
revenue.
less
than
the
far
heard
Typographical
union lo
until both, sides fiad beeh
International
whose reports as to the character
values, increases the taxpayers' bur- prove It.
expenditures from the fund will
movements the
Then, the other day, by a substantial den, causes men to sneak and drink,
advance
A dry town Is not a dead town follow. In all
of the land within and without the
grow, as "s ev.'denced by
constantly
majority, the people voted that the induces the sale of inferior liquors The highest and best form of life Is and achievement the printers have the continued addition of names to
forests and whose recommendations
SI saloons must go. As the question in drug stores and "blind tigers," morality, clean living, health, edu been in the lead. The progressive the roll of applicants. Tins statement
as to lands which should be excluded
conclearly
of "personal liberty" had been
or Included, checked by the Informa
and results in ''more whiskey drink- cation, and decent amusement. The nes of the organization was
also borne Out by tne experience
sidered from both sides, as fanatical ing because whiskey is easier to pro- saloon is opposed to all of those. demonstrated in tin- establishment of U
tion already possessed by the fortet
fjr
Will
Men
English
Make
of
have
Here
that
unions
Force
the
of
prejudice was not the spirit of the cure under cover than beer."
service, can be relied on.
There is no real "fun in drunken the Union Printers' home at Colorado years conducted pension funds.
was
Springs. AVhen the institution
dry campaigners and as the election
"To do this work. In one summer
The wet campaign was carried on ness.
Examination of All ReApplications for the pens'on to the
was. so far as can be proven, clean by distribution of literature and pubwill make severe demands on you, but
The wets showed that 7S7,84S.50 opened in 1892 the more conservative number
and
received
been
566
had
of
is
of fraud, this local option fight
was spent in saloons of the county trade unionists viewed the movement
it is not beyond the capacity of the
lic meetings.
serves This
acted upon up to Jan. Jl. 1909. Of
considered a conspicuous feature of
with dou.t as to its practicability
service, as now organized. Please give
Women were the active leaders In In a year.
forty-fou- r
were
pel
itions
number
this
the home
After sixteen years,
the national temperance movement. the dry campaign. In automobiles,
efforts until the work i
it your
Here is what could have been done
and
Muncie is one of the few cities of buggies and on foot, they canvassed with this immense sum:
stands today the only one of its kind disapproved, one was withdrawn
completed,
and
bear in mind especial
Death Invaded
more- - than 30,000 people to vote the county. They campaigned
ly that the quality of the work must
on
'Huy 100 building lots $400 each: in the world, a monument to a great 621 were approved.
sevenon
pensioners
of
the
the
ranks
"dry."
the farms and in the big manufactur- build 100 houses costing $3000: fur organization, Its mission established teen occasions, leaving 504 pensioners
Through the establishment of tlx be unimpeachable.
work should all be completed
The city has two newspapers. One ing plants. They got up a parade nish 100 homes, build 100 sidewalks and its work constantly broadening.
headquarters in the west, the by "This
named.
district
above
on
on
the
date
the
roll
Recognizing that many aged and
the close of the present Held seaivas "wet" and the other "dry." This three miles long. Thousands of Sun- Insure 100 homes, buy for each of
adpenhas
of
ages
forest
service
the
work
of
the
An analysis of the
son, and each district forester should
Insured a thorough presentation C'f day school children were in line. 100 families $10 worth of papers and Incapacitated members were unable,
vanced so far that it is now possible at that time be able to vouch for the
The babies of half a dozen prominent mugazlnes, furnish 100 families with because of family ties, to avail them sion applicants develops the notable
the arguments of each party.
f.6'1
age
average
of the
excorrectness of the proposed boundto undertake
a thorough-goin- g
The "wets" (made up of the drink- women were swung in their cribs $10 for amusement; give a $100 sum selves of the comfort of the home. fact that the
mer outing to 100 families, buy 100 the international union decided upon applicants Is 68.5 years. Of the tot il amination of national forest bound- aries of his forests. If. however,
ing population, liberals, business men on floats drawn by flower-decke- d
0
70
93A
and
nr. httt'(in
numh....
there are changes recommended by
who fear the effects of prohibition horses. Placards on these wagons pianos at $300 each, pend 200 boys another advanced step and establish
years, 202 are scpuagenarians. 27 are aries and an inquiry Into the char- examiners which you feel are quesupon property values, the state brew read: "Vole against the saloon in and girls to college, spending $1000 ed the old age pension fund.
any
areas
which
Interior
acter
of
may go over for
This movement originated at the octogenarians, while one is u
a year each; give 100 families
ers association and men otherwise n the interest of future generations."
be not suitable for tionable, such cases
There Is one woman on tl;e may appear to purposes.
n
young woman cash balance at the end of the year convention of 1905, which adopted a
checking until the next field season,
One
nancially interested) argued that to
a
In
letter
forest
national
resolution providing for the appoint pension roll Miss K. Louise Hryaht to the district forester in this city. in order that no mistakes may be
prohibit the sale of intoxicants Is .n posed in a cartoon on a cart. She of $1629.84.
made. Possible additions should be
The drys charged that 13 of every ment of a committee of three to re- of New Haven union, No. 47. She l Forester Pinchot says:
violation of the spirit of the consti wore a ragged skirt, her sleeves were
noted as carefully In the six states
tution, which guarantees personal uprolled and she bent over a wash 14 crimes for which arrests had been port at the next session a plan for "a 62 years of age and has been a memwinter
last
here
formulated
"Plans
for aged ber of the international union for 3" and approved by the secretary of ag- where Congressional action is necesfreedom. They did not say that li tub and rubbed clothes. A big sign made in the county In 10 years were system of pension and reliefeight-hoconsecutive years.
sary to create additions to forests as
and siek members." The
quor was not harmful. but they did on the side of this cart read: "If the traceable to saloon influences,
riculture call for a systematic and elsewhere.
In regard to the question of state strike, begun on January 1, 1906, so
contend that other fads and drinks husband gives his pay to the saloonl.it
il
nation
going
over
all
complete
of
"As you know, the policy of the
STAGS TO JKMEZ LEAVES SU forest boundaries during the present
were also harmful, and that the peo the wife must win bread for the fam- usurpation of church lights the Prot occupied the attention of the organiextant clergy answered by giving zation that President Lynch delayed WEST GOLD EVERY MOKNTXJ Al field
ple had the right to indulge their ap- ily."
you si rvlce has always been to exclude
which
season.
work
The
boundaries of a national
A party of young men drova a thehlr influence in personal endeavor the appointment of the committee
petites even if they did do themselves.
have been constantly doing In this dl- - from the
O'CLOCK.
until ufter the 1906 convention, which
to the dry campaign.
forent all agricultural land, except, ig
Congress clearly intended, areas so
At the election 11.612 votes were decided the time then ripe for the
cast, of which 728 2 were dry. The further consideration of this subject.
small that they could be handled
s
TOfc
temperance leaders say that this is At the 1907 convention the commit
more acceptable under the act of
a high record in the nutional move tee appointed by the president re
June 11, 1906. We want all the land
put to its. best use, whatever that use
USE A
nient, and is extremely Impoitan ported, and Its recommendations,
may be. A good deal of time and
because of the broad issues upo which are embodied in the present
elision laws, were adopted.
money has been spent by the service
which the campaign was waged.
The proposed plan was submitted
in this most important work. 1 beTIIKOW OUT THK LINK.
to a referendum vote of the memlieve, however, that there is still land
bership In October. 1907, and was
which would serve the public interest
tilve the Kidneys Help mill Many Al- adopted by an overwhelming majority
Cook-Stov- e
best outside of national forests.
buquerque People Will Be
with a provision that the .pension
"For this work you will need to use
Happier.
your very best available help. The
assessment should not become effective until the eight hour assessment,
organization of the work Is, of
"Throw Out the IJfe Line"
Because it's clean.
Wm. H. McBrayer's
being collected, was
course,
then
in your hand.
Kidneys
"
The
help.
'"
need
sWWfiilWTIIiVVV"
Because it's economical.
"Kxlsting and proposed boundaries,
They're overworked
:an't get th
In February, 1908, the executive
and all land and cover classifications
Because it saves time.
poison filtered out of the blood.
council ordered that the eight-hou- r
should always be shown on snaps,
every
TheyTe
getting
worse
Because it gives best
supported by reports. So far as posassessment be discontinued with that
month and directed the collection of
sible, the forest service atlas folios
cooking results.
Will you help them?
Bond
beginning
assessment,
as the base maps.
pension
be used
the
should
Doan's
Kidney
brought
Pills
have
be
Because its flame can
of these folios
The publication
of kidney sufferers back with March, 1908. The revenue for
thousandes
any one month does not reach head
regulated instantly.
is being pushed forward as rapidly
from the verge of despair.
There are dealers who
quarters until the following month.
as possible. 15y the first of August
ill cure any form of kidney trou
Since away back in 1847
Because it will not overt whs estimated by the committee
nearly all of them will be iu your
Government
to
object
the
ble.
when Cedar Brook wat
heat your kitchen.
hands. Where it is possible to get
are
Mrs. M. M. Tays, 310 Wyoming St., preparing the old age pension law
restrictions.
These
first made, it has been the
to you at a considerably earlier
them
El Paso, Texas, says: "My knowledge that thu assessment of one half of
Because it is better than
makers of blended and
world's, best whiskey.
earnings
by leaving out the classification
of
on
total
ne
per
the
cent
dat"
Kidney
of
Doan's
to
Pills
back
dates
adulterated whiskies.
the coal or wood stove.
and simply sending you the blank
four years ago at which time I wn 11 the members would produce $168,- When Uncle Sam's
copies this will be done.
the
makes
Because it's the only oil
Brook
Cedar
greatly troubled by backaches and uoo a year, and It was thought that
act was
"In addition to having every bounmy kidneys were disordered.
demands of Uncle Sam
I waa the unniml disbursements of pensions
stove made with a
dary
line carefully gone over, I want
passed, it made no differfeeling very miserable when I used to pensioners would aggregate $104,
only part of the Cedar
you to consider whether you have
useful Cabinet Top
ence to Cedar Brook.
Doan's Kidney Pills but their benefl (100. This ttimate waa thought to
Brook test.
any considerable a.eua of agricultur
clal effect was soon noticeable and be conservative, and the result of
like the modern steel
Cedar Brook was and
al land in the Interior of the forests
No other whiskey made
before long, all the distress from the first ten months' experience with
ranee.
o. other land whic h would serve the
is, better than even Undo
backache and other symptoms of kid- the fund .was, therefore, somewhat of
come op to the Cedar
can
public best by being excluded.
The receipts of the fund
ney trouble was removed. Since then a aurpr.'s.-l or other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
Sam demands.
can
it
even
il
test,
Brook
S"T.
"This is a matter on which it will
when I have felt Indications of weak were far In excess of the estimate
write our nearest agency. Made in tbree
Sam's.
Uncle
he necessary for you to put your very
Remember that.
kidneys. I have used Doan's Kidney and the expenditures threfrom con
1
best effort. If there is any help that
Sold with or without Cabinet Top.
Pills and a dose or two has proved siderably lesa than was anticipated
can be given by the Washington
1!
5
sufficient to relieve me. I glady give The total receipts for the ten months
let me know. From the time this
my name as an endorser of Doan's were $ 155,944.08, and the expendl
smoothness,
supreme,
Cedar Brook must be at least six or also quality
tures $39,84 1.815, which sum Includes
voi k iirt starts I want you to keep
1
cannot be equalei d
Tht
Kidney Pllla."
unmatched,
as
individuality
on
being
flavor,
put
before
old
years
r bt
me fully informed of its progresu by
for ... bright nid
i
For sale by all dealers. Price SO pensions, clerical work, printing and
well as that all Uncle Sam's requires ,le. The Government only requires
monthly reports."
steady light, simple constiuctio
Co., Buffalo, expressage, leaving a balance for th
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Jr
have been met.
ments
t six whiskey be aged four years.
Equippe
nd abtolute safety.
i
More ageing than Uncle Sam deNew York, sole agents for the United ten months of $116,102.23.
it's on
By tbe Government stamp
la
In the period since the tax was
vith latest improved burner. Mad of brass throughout
Printers and others iuterete
mands ud in charred oaken casks
every Cedar Brook bottle -- the proof,
States.
levied per capita has been collected
the printing trao.es will be Interest
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
parity, age and full measure may be that's ooe of tbe Cedar Brook's quality
name Doan'a
the
Remember
points.
Inparlor or bedroom.
members.
known.
on an average of 44,720
to learn that they can secure the
whether library, dining-rooand take no other.
It. Thus
Wnernrtr good liquor is sold.
Tbe name Cedar Brook gnasantees
has
Writ to our nearest agency if not at your dealer's.
land Printer of O. J. Krmemer, at Tat
'
the pension assessment
o
Citizen office.
It la not what yea pay for advertis averaged 34 5 cents a member a
JULIUS KESSLER & CO, Distillers, Lawrencebuag, Ky.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ing but what advertising
PATH month.
tlsMorpsralcdJ
Our work la R1G1JT la every
TOO, that makea It valuable. Our
laymoiit of Pensions.
paEkoeat. Bukbe Lav unary Go,
rates art lowest for equal service.
The pension Is paid once in every

,.
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Better Whiskey Than Even
Uncle Sam Demands
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CIXIZEf.

1
MALE HELP

A

FEMALE HELP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

for

noisEs

Auto Repairs-- ' Bicycles

sam:

V. S.

STENOGRAPHERS

RANCHES FOR

BOOKKEEPERS

S.

I

H

business orroi:- -

SALESMEN

TTJMTIES

AGENTS

MONET TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

PROFESSIONAL

A

L. BURTON, M. D.

SOLOMON

Physician and Surgeon.
Residence, 110 South Walter Bur.
Ptione 10SO. Office,
Barnett
'
Building. Phone. 117.

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
Hoar

fice.

Rooms 8,

MALE HELP

10

to

and

11

THcytume 88

and

10,

I

to

I

State National

Bank Block.

Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large consumption. Position
worth $2,500
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consoll-date- d
Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED
190 a month, 70 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Mail order house. American Home
Supply Co., Desk 44, Chicago, 111.
sf KITE and we will explain How we
W ANTES)

til

PICCIMM.

REAL ESTATE

IF BRIDGET DEMANDS MORE

DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgery.
Rooms S and $, Barnets BmlMlng,
Over 0'Rle4lys Drug Store.
Appointments Made by Mail.

Phone

SHE thinks she is the only cook that could ever bake a lemon

pie

DRS. COPP AN

SFwithout

scorching the icing, and begins to lay down the law about
her salary and her hours don't get worried. She won't fetl so big
about it when you hand her a hat's comtag to her to date and gently but
firmly ask her to pack her trunks and leave.
O, there's no reason to feel worried in the least. Just step to the telephone and send iti a want ad in the morning you will find a complete
lady-lik- e
cooks on hand all dead anxious for
assortment of
the job.
It is sometimes a wise plan to accede to the cook's demands but her
demands may be greatly modified if she sees you making a straight line
for the telephone. She knows what a want ad means. If you don't believe it try it.
well-behave-

WANTED Lady to represent us at
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.
sT ANTED A lady
collector, . married or single, to collect a few days
monthly tor a Callfernla InstallSALESMEN
ment house. Easy work, good pay.
Referenees required. Address Box
WANTED Salesman: Experienced in
144. Oakland, Cal.
any line to sell general trade in
An unexcelled spe
New Mexico.
WANTED
proposition.
cialty
Commissions
WANTED To buy large tract of
with $31 weekly advance for extimber. Give full report, cash
penses. The Continental Jewelry
price, location, shipping facilities,
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kltt-redalso terms. I. C. Cockey, 211
want
SALESMEN WANTED W
B1dg Denver, Colo.
men capable of earning 110, $71 or
regarding
efANTXD
Information
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
farm ur business for sale; not parsigns. If you can get and mean
to
location;
hear
wish
ticular atout
business, write Albright Sign Co.,
from owner only, who will sell diMuncle, Ind.
descripprice,
buyer;
give
rect to
VANTOD
educated
An energetic,
can
possession
when
tion, and state
man to sell the New International
he had. Address L. Derbyshire,
In New Mexico;
ncyclopaedla
Box 1130, Rochester. N. Y.
splendid opening; state age, present employment and give referenFOUND
LOST
ees. Dodd, Mead and company,
Bhukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.
$50 REWARD Lort on Fin street
t die bead of Gold avenue, a dia W ANT BD capable salesman to oevei
New Mexico with staple line. High
mond weighing 1 carat; rc.Krn to
commissions, with 1101 monthly
room 11, Cromwell building, and
advance. Permanent position to
receive reward. Phone 829.
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Dege

and

troit.

Mloh.

CANTED
Salesman to carry
WANTED General agent for Old
Souvenir
Post Cards as aid
Company;
Life
Insurance
Line
line. Money making proposition.
be
Reputation
must
contract.
Borne
men
making
1100
of our
good. Address Producer, I5ox
monthly. State references. Gartner
Tribune."
Y Bender, Chicago.
II PICK WBEK PAID ONB PERSON WANTED $ $0 a month, 170 expense
In each county to handle our big
chandlse and grocery catalogues;
advertising combination. J. S. Selg-le- r
mall order house. American Home
Company. Como Block, Chicago.
Supply Co., Desk II, Chicago, III.
BTANTAD Agents to sea our line of
acelgsxe with
new patent elgar WANTED Salesman
having
quaintance with leading maaufact-urs- r
tighter. Can also be carried as a
side Una. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
of Albuquerque and surrounding territory.
Milwaukee, wis.
Must have general
knowledge of machinery and beltaXSFOMtjlHLS men to sell Gasoing and be prepared to work on a
lene Lighting By terns. Exclusive
liberal commission basts as a regterritory, attractive proposition to
ular or side line. Post Office Box
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
141, Station C, Cleveland, Ohio.
Brass Mfg. Co. Chicago, Hi.
Honest, energetic
salesAN'iha
WANTED Reliable man to work
men to sell a general line of high
city of Albuquerque with Clear Hagrade food products to hotels, resvana Cigar proposition. For partictaurant, farmer, ranchers and
ulars address Box 111 Ybor Subether large consumer. Bxperience
station. Tampa, Fla.
saaeeessary; we teach you the
eGBLNTS Positively make
110 to
suslaess; exclusive territory. Oar
110 dally selling the greatest phogoods are guaranteed full weight,
ever produced;
to art specialty
full measure and In every way
something new and unusual. L. K.
asset She retirements of all pure
vutter. Mgr.. tf 4 Carroll eve.. Chitvuil laws.
iTooal upportea-Ity- ;
cago. 111.
writs today tor particulars
MALB OK FEMALE, can
4.QENTS,
ieka Sexton at company, Wholemax all kinds of money selling
sale Grovers, Lake ft Franklin sti.,
my Pongee Swiss Bmbroldered
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
CITIZEN
SIC meney for you. Catalogue
WANT ADS
stall, oa request. Joeepn Greek,
BRING RESULTB.
IS1 Broadway, N. T. city.

lif

PETTTT.

M.

Sollle and Edward LeBreton,

pared to serve the publlo along all
real estate lines. List your property
with us.

Tailors

&

Cleaners

MEXICO CLEANING
PRESSING WORKS.

AND

819 West Gold avenue. Frenuh dry
and steam cleaning. Goods called for
and delivered. Phone 1143. J. A.
Gardner, Prop.
M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
3,01 South Second street.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to date
Abstract Books for the elty of
Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a competent
experienced
and
abstractor,
and conveyancer in our office,
we are prepared
to furnish
correct ABSTRACTS OF TITLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
MONEY TO LOAN at $ per
cent on first mortgage, in any
amount above $100.
LOAXS
NEGOTIATED
MONEY INVESTED HOCSES
RENTED
TAXES PAID
and complete charge taken of
properties for resident and

DAILY SHORT STORY
LOVE'S TRANSLATION.

Room 11.
N. T. Arralj

FOR RENT.
house, near
shops on Pacific avenue.
$10.00
Comfortable,
tew
house. North Eighth St.
Rooming house with
$20.0
tore room, close to sMpa.
$25.00
strictly modern brick house at 10 B. Gold
$2.IV0 per week, t rooms, furnished for light housekeeping,
West Copper, near Third street.
95.t)0 Hotel Henrietta, Is
brand new, never occupied. 1
modern, 27 rooms; One location, a bargain.
$150.00
Rice hotel 3 story
brick, X. First st, between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor store rooms. Upper floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house, will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

proprietors of the new real estate office at 117 West Gold avenue, are pre

DENTISTS.

Building.

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. &

fly Stuart B. Stone.
After Hiram L. (Bancroft, king of
iron, copper and other necessary minerals, had finished the day's work,

he rang for Tenney, his confidential
p. so. aid."Tenney," he said, when the young
secretary stood before him, "you are
a very diplomatic person."
Appointment made by man.
Tenney bowed, wondering.
10 W. Central Ave,
Phone 4BC
"I have also observed," continued
Mr. iBancroft, "that you are on excellent terms with my daughter. Miss
LAWYERS
Julia that you seem to 'understand
each other perfectly."
king ben
Hal the great mineral
R. W. D. BRYAN
watching closely, he would have seen
Attorney as Law.
that Walter Tenney flushed violently
at this.
Office First National Bank BuileUag
"It Is my desire that my daughter
the
Albuquerque, new Mexico.
make a great match benttlng
wealth and prestige she will Inherit.
I must sit here and pull the strings
K W. DOBSOlf
Iron, cotton, wheat, tinplate day by
day, or the "whole structure goes to
Attorney at Law.
1 have not the time to find
pieces.
the man. Therefore, 1 have decided
Office, CronwweU Block.
to entrust you with the delicate task.
Albuquaqoe, New Mexico,
You are to vhtit the courts of Europe
select the most available nobleman
IRA If.
honorable
taking into consideration
lineage, temperament and every de
at Law.
sirable quantisation
and contrive a
meeting here at my home between
Pensions, Land Patents, Oopywrlghts, the two."
v
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Tenney nodded. "If I might InMark, CUlms.
quire," he asked, "is Miss Julia aware
$ F Street N. W. Washington, D. C. of the plan?"
Bancroft shook his head. "The fact
unalterably
It! that by daughter Is
TH08. K. D. MABDIBON
opposed to a foreign match. It Is for
Attorney at Law
that reason necessary to use strategy,
you are clever I leave It to you."
Office, 117 We Geld Ave.
And with that Walter Tenney went
upon his mission. There
were two
reasons why the matter was very difINSURANCE
ficult for him. The first was that,
considering the beauty, wit, graclous-nes- s
and wealth of Mis Julia iBanB. A. SLET8TFR
croft, eligible suitors did not hang
about every ancient capital of 'he
Insurance,
Estate, Notary
continent; and the second reason wa
PabUo.
that young Tenney liked the laly
overmuch on his own account.
Room It and 14, Cromwell BIk.
After six months wandering, howAlbuquerque
New Mexico ever,
he found the one noble of Europe who seemed to him both eligible
A. K. WALKER
and obtainable.
And when the count of Gegran-VoldoFire Insurance
t,
beheld the radiant Miss
his wurm, Latin blood surged,
Secretary Matoal Bsliding Association
and, unable to contain himself, he
SIT West Centray Avenue
poured out his protestations of affec
Hon In choppy accents that the lady
And
could never have understood.
AUCTIONEER
Tenney found It necessary to trans
late, repeuting the count's voluble
3. M. Sellle of the arm of Bolll A chatter .word for word, like a phonoLe Breton, 117 West Oold avenue, graph.
has obtained an auctioneer' license
Thf count chattered, and Tenmy,
for the purpoee of serving the public sighing and looking at Mis. Dan-crof- t,
in that capacity as well as doing an
said: "I have traveled over ill
auction business at their own store Europe, but I have found nono to
on Thursday of each week, at 1:10 compare with you."
and 7:3$ o'clock. Mr. Bolll e has
blushed
Whereat Miss Bancroft
had brsad experience In the auction and looked at the floor.
business in his younger days. With
The count chattered ngain, and
bis close attention to business and the Ti nney, sighing once more, translatpolite and easy way In whish he can ed: "1 adore you."
address the people, will assure him
This time Mis Bancroft looked up,
suocess as In other days. The peo- arid, uniting divinely, murmured, "Oh,
ple of Albuquerque can make
no Walter!"
mistake In giving Mr. Soil! their
Tenney wondered at the remark.
work,
M
but fell to translating the count's
next Impassioned utterance: "I can
no more exist without you than can
the earth give up her sun!
And at this. Miss Julia Bancrolt,
AND
THE LUNCS
with a glud. little cry, and oblivi
ous of the gesturing count, came ove r
and nut her little hand in Tennev's.
Walter, dear!'' she murmured, "you
with
have made me happier than I can
say.
I whs beginning to t!iink you
were ufialil of inu and would never
uk."
Office hours,
a. ra. to 11:1
1:10 to p. m.

d,

FEMALE HELP

744.

.

GOLD AVENTE REALTY CO.

NEW

DENTISTS

- i

ts.

NOTARY PTJBLIO
FICE. -

FOR SALE An established electrical business at a bargain. Call on or
address E. E. Herrmann, 105 So.
FOR SALE For Sale cards at The
Fifth street. City.
Citizen office.
FOR SALK A fine Hardman piano,
FOR SALK Nearly new visible typegood as new, beautiful tone. A
wrlter, $20. 114 West Gold ave.
chance to possess an instrument of
FOR 5ALE Four room. Iiouhc (ceunexcelled make at Just half what
ment) well located, easy terms.
It is worth. On exhibit at Whit
Porterfleld Co., 216 West Gold.
son's Music store, 114 fcoutb Set
ond street. Albuquerque.
saddle
FOR SALK Driving and
pony, harness, saddle and buggy.
Bargain. Room 7, N. T. Armljo bid.
FOR REN1
FOR SALE Two lots (lui) feit),eor
ni-Arno and Manuel, C E. Mc FOR RENT iFor Rent
cards at The
Ken, Citizen office.
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Four room new modern FOR RENT Good furnished and
house,' monthly payments, a barunfurnished houses. Porterfleld Co.,
t
gain.
Porterfleld C ., 216
216 West Gold avenue.
'
Gold.
FOR RENT Fine, large, rooms,
FOR SALE Eight room houw, it is furnished, reasonable.
a bargain. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
Cottages with yards.
Cold.
Store room.
FOR
SALE Fine, gentle saddle
Alfalfa ranch, all close In.
pony, saddle and bridle, cheap. 720
Inquire 121 H North Third street
North Fourth street.
RHNT Typewriters, all kinds.
FOR
FOR SALE 4 room frame residence
xehange,
Albuquerque Typewriter
on Arno street, 50 ft. lawn, shade
111 West Central.
trees, cement walk. etc. A bargain.
J. E. Elder, 9 N. T. Armljo buildRooms
ing.
FOR SALE 29 room hotel, good FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
business, $1,300 will swing It; balKent cards at The Citizen office.
ance on time. Other business reason
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms,
for selling.
for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-a2
FOR SALE Eight Hire ranch,
524 W. Central, rear. Rent rea.
Monthly payim-ntsroom housi-sonable.
Good ranch for a man who wants
to work In tht-- city. Porterfleld Co.,
216 West Hold.
FOR SALE A
brick
established
residence, thoroughly modern, east FOR SALE Profitable,
business. Owner must leave
frontage, in good location, worth
Inquire Citizen office.
$4,000. Will shade this price for. a
wl7h" $ 7 i
quick sale. J. E. Elder, 9 N. T. Ar- W A X T EI E n e f ge t i
mljo building.
to Invest in well paying business;
established 3 years in city. Easy
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter No.
work. Address M. W. A. care Citi5, new; never been used. Sacrifice.
zen.
Viillctt Studio.
seeking a publisher
FOR .SALE An exceptional oppor- AUTHORS
should communicate
with
the
tunity 't buy a good paying roomCochrane Publishing company, 177
ing houe. centrally located, fine
Tribune building, New Tork city.
lurge rooms, good patronage. You
will have to hurry.
Inquire J. E. FOR SALE Well established, good
KMer. 9 N. T. Armljo Huildlng.
paying business. Invoices about
Address P. O. Box 120, AlbuFOR .SALK (in Oak rink, the
querque, New Mex.
fishing report In Arizona, a
good ranch and other
business
MONEY TO LOAN
Does $3,000 worth of
combined.
business in a year. 14 acres In alfalfa, large orchards, grapes and MO.N'Elf Do you need It? We can
A bonanza for the right
berries.
.'urnlsh capital for any meritorious
parties. Terms reasonable, owner
enterprise. Stock and bond issues
must leave. This business must be
sold on commission basis. Metrosold at onoe. For particulars enpolitan Investment company,
HI
quire at Citizen office.
La Balls St., Chicago.
r

W-s-

--

Furnished

n,

.

Business Opportunities

n--

tit.

man

$$,-00- 0.

OF-

FOR RENT.
Five room brick houss, electrle
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
cement sidewalks, excellent location and neighborhood, close In;
$25; water paid.
Three room flats, with bath,
near shops, $10; water paid.
FOR SALE.
Twenty acre farm, 11 acre In
alfalfa, 900 bearing grape vines,
a good many fruit tree, five room
adobe house, corral, etc; well
fenced, near main ditch, about
two and one-ha- lf
miles from town.
Price $1,000,
good land a
About 16 acre
short distance west of the Barelas
bridge. Price $75 an acre.
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
in alfalfa, balance planted
last. year In corn and wheat;
about seven miles from town.

Price

$3,600.
Six room frame

modern, tour block
ness center, $3,600.
Money to loan on
curity.

RI

house, strictly
from busise-

flrst-el- as

A. Montoya
tit

West Oold Aveaas,
Albuqneruna, Mew Mexieev.

w

Han-crof-

KILLths COUCH

Ef

Mt0 Wtat Oold Avmue

BONB-Attorne-

FOR SALE

houe;

good

$8.00

J.

A. G. SHORTLK, M. D.

book-keepi-

Writ now Before It la too late.
K. D. Mertel, Dept. 120, Chicago.
By Dig
WANTED QUICKLY
UN
Chicago mall order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
a week; 180 expense allowance
ret month: no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 101, 181 Wabash
avenue, Chicago.
N Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making 1100 a month, s can
you. Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
rOUNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination In Albuquerque May II. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured."
Schools, 77
sent free. Inter-Stat- e
Iowa Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

$2300

two lots, stables, on Sou;h
Edith, close In. An exceptional
bargain.
$1300 Rooming hou
n
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER RVRGAINS IX
ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
HIXEV at original plat prlcrs.
Call at our office for run par,
ticulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IX
CITY OF ALIil'OCERQCE. See
us before buying rl.ewhcre. We
ran save you money. '

Staple and Fancy Groceries.
All
Kinds of Imported Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive pll. Phone 791.

t

home;

A

as

323 South Second Street.

ss

ay any man $36 per month and all
traveling expense to take orders
(or portraits. Experience unnecessary. Thla offer made by the greatest portrait house In the world.

$1,000.00

large lot, Keleher av. Rare
chance to buy a good home
cheap. Easy terms.
S2.000 Three beautiful earner lots. 76x100 ft. on W.
ave. This Is a snap.

GROCERIES

CARDS

PHYSICIANS

booa-keepln-

1509.00

STAR ITRXITI'IIE CO.
O. Nlrlsen, Mgr. 214 Gold avenue.
Household goods bought, sold and
exchangrd. Mail orders promptly attended to.

MstUBBMRSssMsNsssBnBVmMM

1888

FOR SALK.
Six front lots oa E.
Copper ave. Great bargain.

IIOIMMXO

FURNITURE

LOST AND FOUND

light
driving
WANTED Position
team or some light ouior work;
g
12 years business and
experience. X.. Cltiten office.
WANTED By a veteran old soldier
a situation to care for a small property; will accept a gnrden spot and
house room for his salary. Inquire
at Citizen office.
POSITION WANTED By a first-clastenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
Thorough knowledge
a specialty.
of up to date business methods,
and Insurance. Best
of references furnished on application. Address R., care Citizen of-

Established

.121 South Second St.
Indian Motor Cycles and Auto Tire
Vulcanising.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent, Repairing and Supplies of All Kinds.

ns

AGENTS

MMMMJ
REALTY CO.

ROOMS TO RENT

CLERKS

WANTED-Posltlo-

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

HOUSES FOR RENT

O

r
Rend far Our f)nlt !.!.
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPXRI
wnereby you can Insert dls- play ads in all paper for
nVX DOLLARS Pin TMfin
The Pake Advertising Agency,

w

437

Los

incorporated.
St. 11 Oraar

a Main
Angeles,

at

Cal. San Francisco.

We Ask You
to tako CarduJ, for your f emale
troubles, because vo are sure it
vlll help you. Remember that
this great female remedy;

CURE

Dr. King's
Mew Discovery
PBICR

OLDS

Bottle fttt
AND ALL THROAT ANflLUNl TROUBLES.

"fal

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY!
OR KONEY REFUNDED.

"Oh,

that

l

barbarian!"

murmured Miss Bancroft. "Why did
you bring him here?"
"Merely on one of your father's
whispered
little consolidation
Walter Tenney;" and they kistsed for
the fourth tiint.

has broucht rebel to tfrursapAi, of
otftcr sick wonMi, so why uvt to
you ? For heaoache, backache,
periodica pains, fem&Ie weakness, many have said It b "the
best medicine to take." Try It I

Sold in This City

n

a
m
V

been IndUleit
.ur fighting
fur a purse linked out and got Into
the newspapers but Wnlkei1 fulTi'.i to
lake the warning and remalnej nt
I
Js duces until arrested. Kennedy
li ft the country. Walker was brought
here recently by Deputy Vnited States
Marshal Newcmer. and being unable
to give bond, he will be held here for
trial.
rn'f. Fnyrtte A, Jones, the raining
''npin. er, left last nlgnt for I'hm jJ.
mi mining buslnees aid
(Ii..
( ks.
poc to be nhsent two or thrc
The regular meeting of Mineral
fridge No.
Knights of l'ytlilas will
be held nt the castle hull in the Klk'-- '
building this evening at 8 o'clock.
it T. Maynard, of Maryland. Midi..
d
Is the guest of his uncle, T. V.
of this city. Mr. Maviu.rl Is
eashli r of a large bunk In the Mulligan city.
For the month of May we will offer
unusunl reductions in all styl'e of
shoes for men and women. Chaplin's,
121 West Central avenue.
There will be a regular itiJ"'! ij of
the Order of Uwls tonight In Kiiuh:s
of Columbus hall. There will b
business of Importance and they will
begin at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. M. K. W'ylder and daughter,
Ituth, will leave tomorrow evening
for St. Louis and various points in
Illinois, where they will spend the
summer months.
Joseph Frudenstein,
for fifteen
years a merchant at .an Marcial,
died In Kl Paso yesterday. In recent
years Mr. Frudenstein has lived at
Parral, Mexico. He was very wealthy.
Miss Margaret (Jrainey, who has
been in California the past winter,
came here last Friday and has been
visiting friends nnd looking over real
estate properties. She leaves tonight
for Las Vegas to visit her sister.
James Wroth arrived on train No.
2 this morning from Tonnpah, and is
the guest of his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
J. H. Wroth. The young man l a
mining engineer and Is now on his
way to Mexico on professional business.
Monday evening at the Methodist
parlors at 7:30
Episcopal church
o'clock sharp, a business meeting of
League will be held.
the
There will be an election of officers.
Kvery member is urgently requested
to be present. Clara Wilson, secretary.
This morning at fi o'clock occurred
the death of the infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Fox. The
funeral will be held this afternoon at
4 o'clock from the residence at 713
South Arno street. interment being
made in Fair view cemetery. Rev.
Marsh will officiate.
Grant
Dr. P. (K Cornish of the
building, expects to leave this evening
for Rochester. Minn., to attend the
clinics of the hospital there. The hospital ut Rochester is one of the largest In the world. It Is called the
"show pluce" by the doctors. After
a few weeks nt Rochester Dr. Cornish
will go to New York city. He expects to be absent six weeks.
At a special session of the Bernalillo county probate court this morn8.
M.
ing, the resignation of Mrs.
Otero as administratrix' of the estate
acceptof her deceased husband was
was named
ed and W. S. Strickler
administrator de bonis non. The publication of the resignation of Mrs.
Otero was waived. Mr. Strickler gave
bond In the sum of $20,000. The estate is probably the largest unsettled
estate In New Mexico.
a barber
Moses Brown, colored,
having a shop on Third street between Central and old avenue, was
arrested In the Santa Fe yards yesterday by officer Bayles of the Santa
Fe neerct service department, on the
charge of trespassing. Brown had a
Colts 3S caliber revolver wrapped up
In a paper when taken Into custody,
but the charge ot carrying firearms
will not be brought against him. He
said that he was coming Into the city
from a ranch south of the city and
to carry the revolver.
had
Brown employed Judge Heacock to
represent him. The trial was set for
9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
naif
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MALOY'S
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Our Children's Shoes and Slippers
TIIK roiNTAIN
myth. It Is a
stationed right hero.
take of Its sparkling
If you are weary and
Is n.

YOITII
ploaant nallty

OK

Come Hnl parwaters. Come

fanned out.

SODA WIL.L, RESTORK your
tired enrrnlen. Come If you want a

Oln

beverage that has all the mveotn-sof sugar, all the flavor of your favorite fruit, all the srarkle of champagne. You can not Imagine such a
beverage; you must taste It to know

Black kid, tan kid, patent kid, calf.

it.

Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's

Shoes,

5

to

8,

85c to $1.50
$1.00 to $1.85
.$1.35 to $2.25
$1.00 to $1.50
$.125 to $1.75
$1.50 to $2.00

8

to II
Shoes, li to 2
Slippers, 5 to S
Slippers, 8 to 11
Slippers, 1 I yt to 2
Shoes,

..

SCIICTT CANDY CO.
Second Door North of P. O.

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS
rilioukl yon full to receive The
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 86, and your paper will he
delivered by special nieswnger.

Insure

Exclusive Right of Sale for Dorothy Dodd Shoes
Dodd

Uorothy
--

Shoes

FOR

When your foot is tired you
rest it most by holdingit in
your hand and compressing
it firmly around the waist
and instep. The "Dorothy Dodd" Shoe is like a soft hand
firmly grasping the waist of the foot and supporting the
arch. You will never realize how much of your daily fatigue can be relieved till you have tried a Dorothy Dodd
Shoe. For sale only at Rosenwald's Shoe Department.
$3, $3.50, $4
Dorothy Dodd Shoes, light or extension soles
Dorothy Dodd Oxfords, light or extension sole $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4

In Case of Emergency
One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
HorrMAM taaa; .t. w. schmalmack i 442
GEO. B. WILLI AM B 1109

TheffwtWILLIAMS DRUG Co.
117

Central Avenge. Blue Front. Phone 780.

Albuquerque.

rcxxocxxxxajoocxxxxx
.8
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

.....CALL
VHTTE VAGONS

,caoxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjPr xy ocrxjcxxxxxxyxxxxxxxio

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

4 Treas.

C. II.

I

the Occidental Life.

Conner,

M. D. D.

May-n;.r-

in Chronic Diseases
Office: N. T. Armijo Building.

A. J. MALOY
s

fabrics in all
of Hart. SchaffnT A Marx
clothes; and all the other
good points.

Suit, $18 to $40

J.A.GARDNER
tT H.n Schtfnir

C.pyrlfM

Hand Tailored Clothe
for Gentlemen

:

Mars

SIMON STERN

Bamplm Room Maty Mmx-Ic- o
Cleaning Work

'

This store Is the home of
Schaffner & Marx
clothes.

Hart

319 West Gold Avenue

The

will sell at auction Wednesday,
May 12th at 1 p. m., the entire furhouse, corner
Golburn's Employment Qilice nishings of a
6th and New York streets on the car
line, consisting of bed room snd parU3X West Central Ave.
lor suites, carpets, linoleums, kitchen
WANTED at once Edgerman. set- and dining room furnishings, refrigswampters, timbermen, loggers,
erator and many other articles. Goods
ers and teamsters; also a good car- In good condition and no sicknes
penter.
Long, steady job,
good
J. M. SOLLIE. Auctioneer.
wages.
I

MINNEAPOLIS
111

Rooming House

S4 tkinth Second St., aorner
Ail nw iron boda.

oasekeeplng.

t

Nk,

N

Iroa.

:ot
RndiS1.SI

Single room,

tnrailds

rcelv4.

TOO L.VTE TO CLASSIFY

.

house;
FOR SALE Modern
cusy terms and price reasonable.
Inquire 214 North Walter.
L"st Oold watch on Central
nue or Fifth street. Return to
olllce and receive reward.
tch
urid
LOST Cioid-waElks' fob.
Return to Citizen. Liberal reward.

THE ACME

IN

Central
lhvenue

A

Clothier

www wwww

AUCItOi-- i

Hotel

Orange
U8!4 West Silver Avenne.

I

i

HAMMOCKS

For solid comfort ami an invaluable
article for tourist and campers we
have it in a closely woven canvas
hammock, 7x5 feet. It Is the strongest, largest, lightest and most complete hammock made and Is put up in
a bug convenient for carrying. It will
outlast three ordinary hammocks.
Our regular line of hammocks were
all bought new- this year from a large
manufacturers' line. We have a splendid selection and we are sure to satisfy you both as to quality and price.
Price from 65c to $6.50.
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
Phone 1104. Next door to P. o.

Cat r.', only, to a nice and
rtspectable class ot trade.
None other need apply.
Consumptives not

l J. A. Wood, Prop. :

-

o

Alfred

A New Line of

Canned Fruits

LtBBY'S
1

Sliced Peaches
Sliced Apricots

Pears
Yellow Free Peaches
Grapes

Plums

i

SKINNER'S
$ 205 South First Street

etllc.

Coal Coke Wood
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
COAL

WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY
marked

very
We have both makes. Our stock it large. Every piece
low in plain figure. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

PPR
L. V LilvlITT

Central
Albuquerque
Avc-Jewel-

er

fffTTT?VV?ffTVVVVVTVVTTTtHTTTTMT

REMOVAL NOTICE
On or about May ist I will move to 212 South Third
street, where I will have a new line of Hats, Shirt Waists,
Corset Covers, Ties and Collars, in Eyelet, Shadow Wallac-hia- n
and Coronation Cord designs.
I carry a full line of Battenburg Rings, Braids and
Thread; Filo, Lustre and Coronation Cord; also Pillow Tops
and Braid in the new work, Repousse Braid.

LESSONS GIVEN

WORK EXCHANGED

Exchange
Fancy 122Work
South Fourth Street.

We hide nothing; we try hard to serve
with intelligent understanding of a
n .odern man's needs. Our
SMART CLOTHES in Summer weights
re ready for you to try on before our
ng glass, in our cool store. You see
what you buy, and you doinot have to return it for alterations. The clothes fit
with style.

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AXD
PINION WOOD.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, $5.6.
NUT,

M..

We'll Please or Butt
We vHU mm any oompetltloo
AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone
Office,

251.

Corner Oranlte and Firtt

Strong Brothers

Trimmed Hats at Half

H

;

Hats, all new
We still have a large assortment of Trlnuned
stock; most of them liavlng lsen put In stock within the past week.
A cut r nearly one-ha- lt
still prevails ou Uic entire ln. Economy
"i"7Tii" 'u""" 1 i
suggests au Inspection.

Shoes Shoes Shoes
SELLING OUT AT COST

amA

$20, $22.50, $25, $27 and $30

z

in

y ou

SUITS-$- 18,

n.

All-wo-

Benjamin
Co's. Correal
(lothes
Men do nut follow tflic
Very low prices on garden hose to fasliions fortliey lead them.
close out stock. Come In before we Benjamin Bros 218 Ves, Central.
are sold out. I. H. Cox, 706 W.
Sluidy Phut' IHwn (irasH Seed. This
mixture Is Intended for all situations
XOTICK OK iikakim;
rtial or complete tdiude
that are in
nn
Territory of New Mexico, County of nnd will he found Invaluable
of
under the slMiibiw
Bernalillo. In the Probate Court, In groundsor lying
buildings. ITIce sue per
re Estate of Jacob Loebs. Notice jf trees
paid for 10c
hearing on final report of admin- pound. By mail postage
mt lb additional. K. W. Fee, 602-Uistrator.
Albuquerque, New
Notice is hereby given that Otto south First Street,
Dieckman, as administrator of said Mexico.
estate, has filed In said court
his Dorothy IXHliI shoes for Tired Feet.
final report as such administrator,
Rofienwald's shoe department nas
and the said court has fixed Monday, .the exclusive sale for the dainty and
the 6th day of July. 1909, at 10 a. ni. attractive "Dorothy Dodd" shoes for
as the time for hearing any objec women. All new spring styles now
tions that may then be made against in stock. Priced most economically.
the approval of said report.
Sec them and make your early selecOTTO DI EC KM ANN,
tions. They will please you.
Administrator.
o
We have a full line of comfortable
aa near perfevtlnu aa huuxe .shoes and slippers for men nnd
Our work
No old, worn out, broken women. They are made of soft kid,
down or obsolete machinery In our canvas or serge, look neat and wear
plant. Kverytliing new and up to well. Pries range from $1.10 to $2.
the minute. Always better work and C. May s Shoe Store, a 4 West CenHave
We
Mraw?
Wliut about that
more prompt service. We defy com
avenue.
nil he hhuiM-and sIukIch in Mraws petition. A trial bundle will con- tral
lienja-inl- n
rrrved.
and Pumuiias Just
Co.
Laundry
Intent New ork styles In mens
vince you. Imperial
Bros., 818 Wert Central.
(tack or post office. Phone 148. Red and young men's straw hats nt lien-juniUros., 218 Wom Central.
wagons.

1

Add to which, you are charged a price
based upon reason and fairness.

Phone 72

--

Ilrat niodeln here; they-v- ?
produced some very stunwe
things;
ning, smart
have something for every
taste,
the
man's
from
who sticks
ciulet dreser
Ideas,
to conventional
'o
the swell young chap who
will "go the limit" of fash-Io-

eoacmamaznmcMomcmcmc

The Leading

STEIN-BLOO-

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

1

Specialist

Men's and Boys' Outfitters

y

't''t'.

1

(I.NOORPOKATill

w

0.

OSTEOPATH

E. L. Washburn Company
onf
ri iron
Quick Vvll
VlilVllV
and Fair to you

This Spring to ret how
many variati ns tnere are
air!
In
models of Sui's
Overcoats.Sif 011kinksleeveIn
pockets, cuffi
cut of the Klrts.
and
We'll show yo'l tl.e
things In

Our Berries are shipped
to us direct from the
patch the same day they
are licked. They are arriving in fine condition.
(Jive them a trial

.

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
E. L. WASHBURN', Pres.

In

Try Olorleta beer.-nno- ne
482.
I H. Becker, of Socorro, :w ja here
yest- - rdt.y.
Emll Hibo, of Cubero, upnt yes
terday here.
Col. E. W. Pobson returned to the
ty this morning from a business trip
Hillsboro.
Carpenters have llnltthed laying the
oor in the bumiing J. Korber is
erecting for the city.
Peter Scheck of the firm of Gruns-l- d
Bros., left lust nlsbt for a busi
es. trip through Arizonu.
are giving
L'ncle Sams painter
the mull boxes in Albuquerque their
green.
sual spring coat of
of
S. E.
Busser, superintendent
reading rooms on thu Santa Fe, Is
registered at the Alvarado.
C W. Kunz, general sup'vin'.tn ent of the Santa Fe lines, arrive! u
yie city yesterday from Vaughn.
Deputy Cnited Stutes Marshal New
comer went to Las Vegas last night
to open court there this morning.
The W. C. T. V. will meet at the
nine or Mrs. J. 1. I'aimer, zie wouin
roadway, Tuesday, May 11. at 2:30.
Sa ita Fe
P. J. Savage, veteran
conductor on the Magdalen?, branch
the Santa Fe, pjnt yest. rd.iy in
the city.
O. H. Van Stone, manager for the
ugheB Mercantile company in the
:tancia valley, is registered at the
Alvarado.
Last call on the big shoe sate now
121
going on at William Chaplin's,
avenue.
Florshelm
West Central
shoes for men at cost.
I. B. Klock, general sales ag:it for
the American Lumber Co., wit a nead- uarters in Kansas City, arrived lure
es i day.
"Bob" Walker, the prize fighter,
rrested at Las duces recently on a
warrant Issued here on an Indictment
made by the late 1'nlted States grand
ury. Is In the county Jail. The fact
that Walker with "Spider" Kennedy,

Your Feet When Tired

c. o. r.

it

i

Ynn Will he

i

XX

.

Are made for wear as well as for beauty.
They fit snug around the ankle and over the
instep, and keep the heel from sliding up
and down; at the same time they give plenty of toe room and allow the foot to grow in
nature's shape. Only such leathers as will
stand hard wear are used in their construction.

11
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Crescentl

Hardware

.

Co..,

318 W. Central Ave.
Phone 315

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnishing Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings 1

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

Kvery pair of Shoes on our shelves must be sold
within thirty days from May ist, nothing reserved
every pair must go.

NEW SEASONABLE STOCKNO Trash
Now is your time to get a pair of shoes cheaper
than ever before in this city.

SIMPIER CLAPK SHOE CO.
Flrtt Door North of Postoffice, South Second St.

gf
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i
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M

N

KCONO.TUT.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant
You can Clothe Your Family

here 02

SI. OO PER WEEK
Men's & Ladies' Suits a specialty

E. MAHARAN
SIS Weat Central.
t

